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Resumo 

Esta tese apresenta a pesquisa, desenvolvimento e otimização de um sistema capaz de manipular e 

atrair partículas magnéticas dentro de um microcanal, sendo capaz de direcioná-las para áreas 

desejadas e capturá-las lá.  

Para tal, foi executado um estudo teórico para determinar qual o tipo de armadilha magnética 

que melhor cumpria a deflexão e manipulação de partículas magnéticas, considerando o campo 

magnético criado por estas como fator decisivo. Foram realizadas simulações que demonstravam o 

desempenho do sistema criado e vários testes foram feitos para ultrapassar o problema de fugas no 

sistema de deposição de cobre (já existente), de forma a ter melhor controlo do crescimento dos 

contactos de cobre que seriam necessários para criar fortes campos magnéticos. Otimização de 

outros passos do processo de fabricação do sistema, devido à especificidade dos seus parâmetros e 

microfabricação da configuração desenvolvida. 

Esta configuração tem armadilhas magnéticas de espiras quadradas associadas em escada e 

uma armadilha magnética de espira circular no fim desta escada. As primeiras são responsáveis pela 

deflexão das partículas magnéticas, enquanto que a última vai aprisioná-las. Ambas as espiras são 

constituídas por 10 enrolamentos concêntricos, com largura de 10 μm e, devido ao melhoramento do 

sistema de eletrodeposição, a altura estipulada para os enrolamentos de cobre (10 μm) foi 

aproximadamente alcançada, 9.87 μm. O aprisionamento foi verificado aplicando uma corrente DC de 

1.2 A a cada espira. 
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Abstract 

This thesis presents the research, development and optimization of a system capable of manipulate 

and attract magnetic particles inside a microchannel, being able to direct them to desired areas and 

trapping them there. 

For this purpose a theoretical study was carried out to determine which type of magnetic trap 

was the best to accomplish the deflection and manipulation of magnetic particles, having considered 

the magnetic field created by them as a decisive factor. Simulations demonstrating the performance of 

the system developed were realized and several tests were done to overcome the leakages problem 

in the copper electroplating system (already existent), in order to have a better control of the growth of 

the copper contacts that would be needed to create strong magnetic fields. Optimization of other steps 

of the fabrication process of the system, due to the specificity of its parameters and microfabrication of 

the configuration developed.  

This configuration has square spire magnetic traps in a stair case like arrangement and a 

circular spire magnetic trap in the end of it. The first ones are responsible for the deflection of the 

magnetic particles, whereas the last one is going to trap them. Both square and circular spires are 

composed by 10 concentric coils, with 10 μm width and, due to the improvement of the electroplating 

system, the stipulated height of the copper coils (10 μm) was approximately achieved, 9.87 μm. 

Trapping was verified by applying a DC current of 1.2 A to each spire. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

Transplantation surgery requires continuous measurement of therapeutic drugs and metabolites for 

disallowing the transplanted organ from being rejected by the body, because it recognizes the organ 

as a foreign mass, triggering a response by the immune system to attack it. The pharmaceuticals are 

used as immunosuppressants after organ transplantation and require life-long monitoring, because of 

their narrow therapeutic window, which means that the range of drug dosages that can treat effectively 

while staying within the safety range is very limited, in other words, drugs can easily be under or 

overdosed. By weakening the immune system, immunosuppressant drugs decrease the body’s 

reaction to the foreign organ, allowing it to remain healthy and free from damage, but at the same time 

the body becomes less resistant to infections. For this reason, an underdose may not allow the body 

to accept the organ, but an overdose will cause an excessive damage in the immune system that if not 

controlled can trigger serious side effects, like the difficulty to treat any kind of infection and a higher 

risk for cancer. During the next 48 to 72 hours after the transplant it is extremely important monitoring 

the patient, because during this period the immunosuppressant drugs must be taken exactly as 

prescribed, since the slightest change from the medication regimen can trigger an organ rejection or 

the occurrence of some of the effects previously referred. The immunosuppressant drugs in a patient’s 

regimen are adjusted and may eventually be reduced as the risk of organ rejection lessens over time, 

therefore the need for these medications may decrease. That is why this monitorization is so 

important, since it is going to optimize efficacy of the drugs avoiding as much as possible adverse 

events. Individualizing a patient’s drug therapy to obtain the optimum balance between therapeutic 

efficacy and the occurrence of adverse events is the physician’s goal. However, achieving this goal is 

not always straight forward, being complicated due to patient variability in both pharmacokinetics and 

pharmacodynamics [1]. This means that the response of how the body affects a specific drug after 

administration through the mechanisms of absorption and distribution (pharmacokinetics) and a study 

of the biochemical and physiological effects of drugs on the body (pharmacodynamics) varies from 

person to person, making the individualization of the treatment very tricky. Also, this kind of 

monitorization would be impossible and very time consuming for both physicians and/or nurses to 

perform on a daily basis.  

In the last years it has become evident that the performance of several sample testing is ideal 

because it has shown an improvement in patients’ outcome [2], since it is going to allow physicians to 

know the concentration of drugs needed at a specific time and is a way to realize a modelling of time-

concentration curves. Yet is not an efficient way because of the necessity of incubation times for the 

bioassay implementation. Having these characteristics in mind and knowing the extreme importance 

of a constant monitorization within the next 48 to 72 hours after the transplant surgery, the 

development of a device in the micro-scale that can combine an array of features able to realize the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physiological
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mixing of the dialysate with the reagents for the bioassay, the separation of the particles of interest and 

finally a detection system that can control the actual drug delivery is mandatory. NANODEM project is 

responsible for the development of such a device. This novel therapeutic drug monitoring POCT 

device is going to be used for the automatic measurement of immunosuppressants and related 

metabolites in transplanted patients [3] and will be connected to the patient by an intravenous 

microdialysis catheter (which is a minimally invasive approach) (Figure 1) in order to allow a 48 to 72 

hours online measurements. The fact that is in the micro-scale will lead to very short time intervals, 

just a few minutes, for all the monitoring processes. This means that will reduce the time needed for 

the bioassays, which can benefit the patient in the sense that when an alteration in the drug dosage 

has to be realized, having a constant monitorization of it, is going to allow an immediate actuation from 

the device, reducing or increasing the drug administration in the patient body. Having this device 

directly introduced in the patient body the need of performing several blood tests to control the drug 

dosage and effectiveness is also avoided.  

Figure 1: Schematic of the future POCT device developed by NANODEM [3]. 

In terms of the fabrication of the chip, the objective of the NANODEM project is the creation of 

a platform that will integrate a module for magnetic separation, a mixing module and a module with 

optical sensors for MP counting. The arrangement of the three main components in the chip is going to 

be very simple: a microchannel with the device that contains the magnetic traps on the bottom and the 

optical sensors at the top. The concept is to develop a separator platform with an effective magnetic 

field gradient in order to separate different magnetic NP (according to its specific magnetic moment 

and size), the mixing microfluidic chamber and magnetic trappers will allow the manipulation of these 

particles and the sensors are responsible for their detection and counting, providing the drug 

monitorization. The idea is to use optical sensors, since most commercial LOC systems often use 

fluorescent labelling to quantify biomolecular targets [4] and also because of their capability to achieve 

high sensitivities and very low limit of detections, which is in concordance to the fact that the free 

fraction (the amount of drug not bound to proteins and the responsible not only for the 

pharmacological activity but also for the side effects) for immunosuppressive drugs, ranges between 

2-8% [3].  
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In the following section, I present an overview of when and how the components of this device 

started being used and some of their applications, in order to better understand the background of this 

work. I will focus in the magnetic trapping part, since it is the one featuring my work, whose theoretical 

part is approached in Chapter 2. 

1.1. State of the art 

In the world of electronics miniaturization have already created drastic changes and became a driving 

force for many markets, such as life and analytical sciences, diagnostics, chemistry and so many other 

applications. The possibility of combining several devices in the same platform is an important 

advance. For that, LOC systems were created. LOC is a device that integrates one or several different 

physical, chemical or biological laboratorial functions on a single chip of just millimeters to a few 

centimeters square in size and they deal with the handling of extremely small fluid volumes. The first 

TAS was presented in 1979, where a gas analyzer was miniaturized of nearly three orders of 

magnitude, keeping the same principles [5]. This was the first publication using techniques on silicon 

wafer, such as photolithography and chemical etching applied in microelectronics.  

Microfluidics is the science and technology of systems that process or manipulate small (10
-9

 

to 10
-18

 liters) amounts of fluids, using channels with dimensions of tens to hundreds of micrometers 

[6]. Microfluidic LOCs are being studied as integrated systems since the early 1990’s, where it was 

verified an increasing development in this field with the concept of μTAS [7], which are dedicated to 

the integration of the total sequence of lab processes to perform chemical analysis. The term LOC was 

introduced later on when it was verified that μTAS technologies were more widely applicable than only 

for analysis purposes. These microfluidic LOC technologies will become a central technology in a 

number of systems that are being developed for chemical, biological and medical applications, such 

as point-of-care diagnostics, environmental or food analysis, as well as, drug development [8]. 

Currently one of the most studied nanomaterials are NP and this is verified specially in the 

nanomedicine area, since they can be used directly for medicine purposes such as regeneration or 

treatments [9; 10; 11], or indirectly in carriers, diagnosis and detection [10; 11; 12]. These detections 

depend on the signal strength provided by the particles, which has to be large enough to enable the 

sensor reading, and that’s the reason why the gathering of a cluster of particles is so important, 

because it will emit a stronger signal (whether magnetic, luminous, thermal, or other) than a single 

particle of the same kind. Knowing this, the use of a device that could trap particles would be ideal, 

since it could maximize the signal and lead to a better reading of the sensor. By using MP, their 

entrapment would be possible with magnetic traps.  

Micro-magnetofluidics refers to the science and technology that combines magnetism with 

microfluidics to obtain new functionalities. The application of magnetism in microfluidics is relatively 

new, but has great advantages like the manipulation of objects inside a microfluidic channel by an 

external magnet that is not in direct contact with the fluid and the isolation of biomolecules from a 

sample by attaching them to small magnetic particles and then recovering them using an external 

magnetic field. Magnetic forces are used for transport, positioning, separation and sorting of magnetic 
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as well as non-magnetic objects [13]. In contrast to electric concepts, magnetic manipulation and 

detection are not affected by other parameters such as surface charges, pH and ion concentration. In 

most cases, magnetic manipulation does not induce heating and does not require expensive external 

systems as compared to optical concepts [14]. Particle counting and detection in fluidic samples 

represents a very important part of environmental, industrial and clinical analysis, such as 

measurement of water contamination levels, blood cell analysis and microsphere based assays. MP 

are also referred as solid supports for bioassays and there are several ways for their detection: using 

GMR sensors [15; 16], spin-valve sensors [17; 18], superconducting quantum interference devices 

[19] and miniaturized hall sensors [20]. Another method verified to detect particles was by 

fluorescence [21], where a LOC system incorporating a thin-film amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) 

photodiode with a thin-film amorphous silicon-carbon alloy directly deposited above the photodiode 

and acting as a fluorescent filter, was integrated with a microfluidic network for the detection.  

For manipulation in microfluidic channels, two approaches can be taken for magnets. Use 

conventional permanent magnets or electromagnets placed outside the microchip or use 

microfabricated permanent magnets or electromagnets incorporated in the microchip. The first one is 

easiest to fabricate and has reduced costs associated and the second allows a much more confined 

spatial control of field strength and a closer proximity of the magnet to the microchannel. 

Microfluidic mixing is an example for the application of MP which goal is to achieve a thorough 

and rapid mixing of multiple samples in microscale devices. Microfluidic mixing schemes can be 

categorized as either “active”, where an external energy force is applied to perturb the sample 

species, or “passive”, where the contact area and contact time of the species samples are increased 

through specially-designed microchannel configurations [22]. 

For mixing MP in bio-fluids it was developed a chaotic micro-mixer based in the application of 

magnetic forces [23]. It was demonstrated that by introducing microconductors in a substrate under a 

microchannel (Figure 2 a)) the mixing occurred, because the magnetic field generated by them 

provided a strong attraction to the nearby MP. When a current is applying to these microconductors, a 

magnetic field is generated Figure 2 b), so that the MP were attracted and captured towards the center 

of the two conductors. When this current was turned off, the MP were released and followed the fluid 

flow. The concept of magnetic trap is also present, but in this case the mixing was the main goal. By 

labelling certain biomolecules with MP, their separation from the rest of the biofluid was possible. 

When we have two different fluids that we pretend to mix in one microchannel, in a laminar flow 

regime, this process does not occur completely, since there is no turbulence (see section 2.2.2.) and in 

order to obtain a better mixing it is imperative the creation of a chaotic motion, when both attractive 

and repulsive forces are present due to the microconductors. 
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Figure 2: a) Schematic view of the magnetic micro-mixer; b) sectional view of mixing region [23]. 

Owing to their ease of manipulation in fluidic environments, MP are particularly suited for 

continuous flow procedures. Particle separation is an important part of any chemical or biochemical 

analysis, selectively sorting different kinds of particles (according to their magnetic moment and size), 

often immediately after synthesis or before analysis processes. Magnetic separation is a method for 

continuous flow separation, making use of permanent magnets for portable and autonomous devices. 

Magnetic fields have never been reported to damage biological particles, allowing the gentle sorting of 

microparticles and cells [24], therefore by applying a magnetic field perpendicular to the fluid flow it is 

going to deflect the particles through it. The difference between MP deflection and trapping (despite 

both being separation methods) remains in the fact that trapping acts in a way that is going to prevent 

MP to flow away from a specific place (the place of interest where the magnet is placed), and in 

deflection the magnetic field applied is going to act on the particles that are magnetically labeled 

making them move away from the rest of the other types of particles. 

It was just in the late XX century, in 1977, that magnetic trap research started with the 

theoretical studies about the dynamics of a particle attracted by a magnetized wire. In this, the 

magnetic particles’ motion was evaluated when actuated by nonvanishing gravitational forces and a 

broad range of Stokes number, K, which represents a dimensionless number corresponding to the 

behavior of particles suspended in a fluid flow. Is defined as: 

 

Equation 1 

where 𝜏 is the relaxation time of the particle, v the fluid velocity of the flow and d distance 

between the channel walls. At low K it was verified the dominance of viscous forces so, the lower K 

number is the more the particles will follow the flow streamlines, whereas for high K the inertia is the 

most significant force and particles show an oscillatory approach being easily detached from the flow. 

So, smaller Stokes numbers represent better tracing accuracy. They simulated a current passing 

through a wire, which created strong magnetic field and strong field gradients in the neighborhood, 

attracting and capturing particles from a fluid flowing around the wire. Then, the capture distances 

were evaluated as a function of three independent dimensionless parameters which measure the 

  
𝜏  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionless_number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suspension_(chemistry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid_flow
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strengths of the magnetic, viscous and gravitational forces in order for them to ascertain the capturing 

ability of the wire [25]. 

Since then several studies have been realized in order to discover new shapes for the coils 

with better capturing abilities and capable of being used in biological applications [26], as it can be 

seen in Figure 3. Recently, the main different trap geometries studied until now (the basic designs 

from which additional MET configurations can be derived) were showed in a review [27] where the 

different magnetic fields and fields’ gradient could be demonstrated. The magnetic traps’ importance 

was emphasized because of their multiple applications like detection of biological elements, filterless 

bio-separation, DNA manipulation, inductive heat generation and ion current blockage. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic and optical view of the main designs for magnetic traps (row i and ii); simulated magnetic 

flux density profile created (row iii); schematic and optical view of the magnetic bead trapping profile due to the 

magnetic force generated (row iv and v) [26]. 

For coupled particle–fluid transport and field-directed particle capture two types of systems 

can be applied. In these systems soft- and hard-magnetic elements can be used. In the first an 

external field is applied to magnetize the elements, and in the second, they are permanently 

magnetized. The field produced by the magnetized elements permeates into the flow cell giving rise to 

an attractive force on magnetic particles that flow through it [28]. These systems have the same 

structure, but the only difference remains in the fact that for soft-magnetic elements an external bias 

field is used. The force produced by the magnetized elements attracts and traps magnetic particles as 

they flow through the microchannel, Figure 4 (a). This force can be switched on and off by applying 

and removing the bias field. This type of system can also be used for bioseparation, as it can be 

shown in Figure 4 (b), that illustrates magnetic trapping and separation of a target antigen. The 

antigen enters the system at low concentration, is trapped and then released at a higher concentration 

for further processing.  
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Figure 4: (a) cross-sectional and top views showing magnetic particles entering the flow channel at the inlet and 

being captured due to the magnetic force provided by an array of magnetic elements; (b) cross-section of a 

microsystem illustrating the bioseparation sequence [28]. 

First the magnetic particles with surface-bond antibodies enter the microchannel with the bias 

field applied and the elements magnetized (Figure 4 (b) (i)), that are responsible for the particles 

capture, (ii). Then the targets antigens are introduced into the microchannel, (iii), become immobilized 

on the trapped magnetic particles, (iv), and finally the bias field is removed making the magnetic 

elements become unmagnetized, releasing the separated material, (v). 

1.2. Thesis goals 

The work developed in this thesis is related to the European Project NANODEM [3], where the part of 

magnetic trapping is going to be explored. The intention is to optimize previous works performed in 

this area [29], where spiral shaped magnetic traps were designed, simulated and fabricated in order to 

trap MP. The spiral shape was chosen since this magnetic trap is supposed to be applied in the 

NANODEM device, therefore this was the shape that fulfil the optical requirements, since that by using 

this type of sensor the magnetic traps’ structure had to be hollow in the center to prevent changes in 

the reflectivity and other interferences that could affect the signal.  

In this thesis, to perform the magnetic trapping, microfabricated electromagnets are going to 

be incorporated into a microchip, which is a more complex approach due to the difficulty in fabrication 

(in comparison to those that use permanent magnets or electromagnets placed outside the chip), but 

permit very precise control of the magnetic field and allows a closer proximity of the magnetic source 

to the microchannel, reducing the requirements for field strength. The planar electromagnets consist 

on several wires in spiral shape (circular and square spires, Figure 5 a) and b), respectively), with 

equal distances between loops, made of copper. The actual trapping is achieved by applying a current 

that is going to pass through the wires creating strong magnetic fields distributed radially, such that the 

field is greatest at the innermost turn. This magnetic field is going to be the responsible for MP 

trapping around the spiral area of the magnet (with the highest concentration in the center of the spire 

[27]) and when the current supply is turned off the MP are released and continue their flow. This is 

actually what is required in the NANODEM project, since drugs can be provided to the patient 
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depending on the results from the sensor relatively to previous bioassays. If the particle counter gives 

the information that a higher dose should be administrated, the magnetic field that controls the 

magnetic trapper decreases allowing the release of MP attached to the analytes hence reestablish the 

drug dose. On the other hand if a higher dose is verified the opposite process occurs and the MP are 

trapped. 

 

Figure 5: a) Circular current carrying spire; b) square current carrying spire. 

With the studies already developed [29], some improvements in the magnetic traps used and 

their arrangement in the chip may be performed in order to maximize the attraction of MP to the target 

area and, consequently, their detection. Some of the challenges of this work are: the creation of a 

magnetic trap system that uses a DC current to generate a magnetic field capable of attracting MP at 

a distance corresponding to the distance between the microchannel used and the magnetic traps, 

given by the microchannel lid thickness (140 μm) (Figure 6); the design of an array of METs that can 

allow the deflection of all MP inside the microfluidic channel to a specific area where the already 

designed circular spire is [29] and where the detection occurs (Figure 7). To do so, some 

considerations had to be taken into account: the fact that the circular spire was going to be under an 

optical sensor (NANODEM requirements), which covered an area of 1mm x 1mm (represented in 

Figure 7 by the black square around the circular spire) and the fact that this spire had to be under a 

microfluidic channel covering its middle region. 

 

Figure 6: Schematic representation of the magnetic trap system that uses a DC current (I) to create a magnetic 

field (B) to trap MP. 
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of the array of METs that can allow the deflection of MP inside the 

microchannel. 

The goals for this work are: 

 Improve the work already done related to the magnetic traps and trapping design: 

o Investigate new ways to realize the deflection of the MP that are inside the 

microchannel to the area covered by the spire previously developed (on top of 

which is going to be the optical detector) [29]; 

o Performe 3D simulations for the new design created to obtain the best 

conditions to microfabricate the device; 

 Use AutoCAD Software to design this new trapping system in order to be used in the 

microfabrication step; 

 Microfabrication  

o Realize several experimental trials and improvements to obtain the exact 

conditions for all the fabrication process steps, before passing to the final 

microfabrication;  

 Perform experimental tests with the design created and fabricated to confirm the 

theoretical simulation results. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Physical Background 

2.1. Magnetic separation 

When developing any MET design it is important to have several characteristics in mind. According to 

the specificity and goals to achieve in a certain situation, the first thing to have in consideration is the 

shape of the MET. As it was already showed, different shapes produce different magnetic flux profiles 

and, for each shape, the dimensions used (like conductor width, thickness and distance between 

conductors) can also influence those magnetic fields. Despite that, the principles behind any magnetic 

separation are the same.  

When a magnetic particle is suspended in a uniform magnetic field �⃗�  it is necessary to have a 

magnetic field gradient ∇�⃗�  to move it. This way a magnetic force 𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑔 (Equation 2) is created upon the 

bead, which is represented in Figure 8 [30]: 

Equation 2 

where �⃗⃗�  is the magnetic moment of the bead and stands for: 

Equation 3 

being 𝑉  
4𝜋

3
𝑅𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑑
3  the particle’s volume, ∆𝜒 the magnetic susceptibility of the particle relative 

to the medium and 𝜇0 the magnetic permeability of the free space. 

 

Figure 8: Schematic representation of the interaction of a magnetic bead with the magnetic field B created by the 

conductor [30]. 

𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑔 = �⃗⃗� ∙ ∇�⃗�  

�⃗⃗� =
𝑉∆𝜒

𝜇0

�⃗�  
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Relatively to the intensity of the magnetic field generated by an electromagnet it can be varied 

by adjusting the intensity of the injected electric current 𝐼, as indicated in Equation 4, by the Biot–

Savart Law: 

Equation 4 

where �⃗�  represents the displacement vector from the conductor to the bead,  𝑙  is the vector 

whose magnitude is the length of the differential element of the wire in the direction of the considered 

current and the integral is over 𝑙, which is the path of the current. 

Also, it is important to have in mind that besides the magnetic force there are other forces 

experienced by the MP, like hydrodynamic drag and gravitational forces. Considering that there is no 

macroscopic fluid flow in the suspension and neglecting the gravitational force (which is assumed to 

be negligible due to the extremely small size of the particles) [30], the hydrodynamic interaction can be 

described by Stokes’s law:  

Equation 5 

η represents the solution viscosity, R the bead radius,  𝑣 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑑 the bead velocity and 𝑣 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 the 

fluid velocity [26] [31]. 

In order for the magnetic capture force to dominate, achieving magnetic bead trapping by the 

magnetic field generated by a micro-electromagnet, it is necessary to have Fmag>Fdrag. Since the 

magnetic force is directly balanced by the fluid viscous drag (due to the resultant force being the sum 

of all its strongest components, the others were neglected, 𝐹 𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 + 𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑔  0), the magnetic force 

becomes Equation 6 [32] [33]: 

Equation 6 

The major implication of Equation 2 is that small MP will require large values for both magnetic 

field density and field gradient in order to influence their movement (the smaller the MP, the smaller is 

its magnetic saturation moment and the magnetic field required to reach its saturation is higher). That 

can be achieved by increasing the current. However, because the maximum injected current is usually 

limited by Joule heating, optimizing the geometry of the MET becomes a significant factor in 

maximizing the magnetic field strength (and that is what was already done [29] for the development of 

the circular spire MET used in this work). To be able to guarantee an optimal trapping, the height of the 

microfluidic channel should be adjusted based on the minimum magnetic force generated by the 

micro-electromagnet that can saturate a magnetic bead at a certain distance from its surface [30].  

�⃗� =
𝜇0𝐼

4𝜋
 
 𝑙 × �⃗� 

𝑅3

 

𝑙

 

𝐹  𝑟𝑎𝑔 = 6𝜋𝜂𝑅 𝑣 𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑢𝑚 − 𝑣 𝑏𝑒𝑎   

𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑔 = 6𝜋𝜂𝑅  𝑣 𝑏𝑒𝑎 − 𝑣 𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑢𝑚   
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2.1.1. Effect of conductor thickness and material 

The magnetic field and field gradient created by current-carrying conductors can be given by: 

𝐵 ∝
𝐼

𝑑
,              Equation 7                                ∇𝐵 ∝

𝐼

𝑑2
,              Equation 8 

(where d represents the characteristic size of the system) and knowing that the maximum current 

applied, 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥, is limited by heating effects to values 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∝  , that leads to B being independent of size 

and ∇𝐵 ∝
𝐼

𝑑
 [30]. This way, by increasing the cross-sectional area of the conductor it is possible to 

inject higher current intensities, which allows the creation of higher magnetic flux densities, but, by 

reducing the conductor width, higher field gradients can be generated. Therefore, to find the optimum 

conductor cross-sectional area, the approach remains in the increase of the conductor thickness and 

the reduction of its width [30]. Basically, the key to obtain a large cross-sectional area and a large field 

gradient, at the same time, is to always increase the conductor dimension perpendicular to the 

direction along which the desired high gradient develops. 

Since for the microfabrication of such conductors are required high thicknesses, there is the 

need to find an efficient way to deposit the layer of the desired material that is going to compose the 

conductor. This deposition is going to take place by electrodeposition of low resistivity metals (see 

Section 4.1.4.). 

2.2. Microfluidics 

The term microfluidics refers to the science and technology of systems that process or manipulate 

small (10
-9

 to 10
-18

 liters) amounts of fluids, using channels with dimensions of tens to hundreds of 

micrometres [6]. This technology offers innumerous capabilities like the use of small quantities of 

samples and reagents, the performance of separations and detection with high resolution and 

sensitivity, short times for analyses and reduced costs. In order to understand and work with 

microfluidics, initially it is necessary to understand the physical phenomena that dominate at the 

microscale. In this area there are some challenges like the low Reynolds number (see section 2.2.2), 

due to the laminar flow that prevents mixing and also the surface tension forces which become 

dominant because the increase of surface area to volume ratio. 

2.2.1. Continuity equation 

The continuity equation represents the first fundamental equation of fluid dynamics and expresses the 

conservation of mass in fluid dynamics. It is related with the behavior of flow in channels with changing 

cross sections and is expressed in equation 9: 

Equation 9 

where 𝜌 is the mass density and v is the velocity vector of the fluid. 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙  𝜌𝐯 = 0  
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In microfluidics the flow velocities are small, therefore the fluid flow can be treated as 

incompressible. Under the assumption of incompressibility, the density of a fluid is constant, and when 

using the substantive derivative it follows that the continuity equation simplifies to: 

Equation 10 

2.2.2. Reynolds number 

The Reynolds number (Re) is a nondimensional number that describes the flow behavior in 

microsystems and allows foreseeing the type of regime inside the channel. The expression: 

Equation 11 

represents the ratio of the inertial and viscous forces, where ρ is the fluid’s density,   is the 

fluid’s velocity, D is the diameter of the channel (in case of circle shaped channel) or the channel’s 

height (in the case of rectangular shaped channels) and μ the fluid’s viscosity. 

The fluids flow can be laminar, transient or turbulent. For Re<<10 the flow is laminar with 

defined streamlines; 10<<Re<<2000 the flow is transient with some turbulence; Re>>2000 the flow is 

turbulent with undefined streamlines. Laminar flow occurs at low Reynolds numbers, where viscous 

forces are dominant, and it is characterized by smooth, constant fluid motion, whereas turbulent flow 

occurs at high Reynolds numbers and is dominated by inertial forces, which tend to produce vortices 

and other flow instabilities.  

In a microfluidic device the flow is generally laminar due to the small dimensions and relatively 

slow flows applied. Under these conditions the fluid flows in local parallel layers, streamlines, and one 

consequence of laminar flow is that two or more streams flowing in contact with each other will not 

mix. 

2.2.3. Navier-Stokes equation 

The Navier-Stokes equation describes the motion of fluids and arises from applying Newton’s second 

law for fluid particles. It was built on the fundamental laws of conservation (mass, momentum and 

energy), combined with constitutive equations for fluids (viscosity and thermal conductivity) arriving at 

a set of equations commonly referred to as Navier-Stokes equations.  

For incompressible fluids the Navier-Stokes equation takes the form: 

Equation 12 

∇ ∙ 𝐯 = 0 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌v𝐷

𝜇
 

𝜌  
𝜕𝐯

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝐯 ∙ ∇𝐯 = −∇𝑝 + 𝜇∇2𝐯 + 𝐟 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid_parcel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navier%E2%80%93Stokes_equations#Continuity_equation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vortex
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where 
𝜕𝐯

𝜕𝑡
 represents the unsteady acceleration, the nonlinear quantity, 𝐯 ∙ ∇𝐯 ,represents the 

convective acceleration (the first member of Equation 12 represents the inertia), −∇𝑝 the pressure 

gradient, 𝜇∇2𝐯 the viscosity and f the other forces actuating, such as gravity or centrifugal forces. 

Since the system considered is in a stationary regime, which means all time derivatives are zero, and 

because the channel length is perpendicular to the gravity, there is a compensation between the 

gravity force and the normal force from the bottom of the channel. These assumptions reduce the 

Navier-Stokes equation to: 

Equation 13 

This equation is a non-linear differential equation and in order to help solving it several 

boundary conditions and equations are used under particular conditions. The most important and 

most-used boundary condition is the so-called no-slip boundary condition, which means that the fluid 

velocity at the wall of a capillary or a channel must be zero,  𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙  0. This has important implications 

for the velocity profile of such a flow, Figure 9.  

Figure 9: Poiseuille flow driven by an applied pressure gradient [34]. 

An important solution to the Navier-Stokes equations is the Poiseuille flow (with the non-linear 

terms in the Navier–Stokes equations equal to zero, 0  −∇𝑝 + 𝜇∇2𝐯 - Stokes equation), which is 

applied when a pressure gradient is used to drive a fluid through a capillary or channel. In a Poiseuille 

flow the fluid is driven through a long, straight and rigid channel by imposing a pressure difference 

between the two ends and the velocity varies parabolically across the channel, with the maximum 

velocity in its center. Since the fluid is assumed to be continuum the force acting on the moving fluid 

creates a shear strain deforming the material in which parallel internal surfaces slide past one another. 

This situation is verified for shear flow, which is the flow induced by a force gradient, and the shear 

stress is given by: 

Equation 14 

where F is the force applied and A the cross-sectional area parallel to the applied force. The 

shear stress between parallel layers in the fluid flow is proportional to the velocity gradient in the 

direction perpendicular to those layers. Therefore, a relation between the shear stress and the velocity 

𝜌 𝐯 ∙ ∇𝐯 = −∇𝑝 + 𝜇∇2𝐯 

𝜏 =
𝐹

𝐴
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gradient can be obtained (Equation 15) in order to define a parabolic profile of a fluid flow throughout a 

channel. 

 

Equation 15 

The fluids that relate to this relation are called Newtonian fluids, or viscous fluids. 

  

𝜏 = 𝜇
𝜕𝐯

𝜕𝑦′
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Chapter 3 

3. New configuration of METs 

A circular spire MET was designed with the ideal parameters to trap MP inside a microfluidic channel 

[29] (which was at 140 μm distance from the actual device, Figure 7), and, at the same time, that fitted 

the geometric constrictions imposed in NANODEM. Still, these conditions were not enough to capture 

the particles from different places inside the microchannel, being able just to trap those closer to the 

device. That is why it was necessary to create a design that allowed the displacement of the MP inside 

the microchannel towards the area covered by the sensors, where the circular spire developed before 

is. 

It was demonstrated in a paper that by using an array of individual square METs it was 

possible to manipulate batches of MP inside microchannels [33], as it can be seen in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Schematic representation of the top view of the array of METs that enables the displacement of MP 

inside a microfluidic channel [33]. 

Having this into account and considering the square spire type of METs used in this array and 

the circular spire already developed, it was necessary to realize simulations for both spires in order to 

evaluate the magnetic fields produced by each one of them. With the results it was possible to choose 

the best configuration to realize a design similar to the one in Figure 10. Other geometries can also be 

tested, because these might not be the only ones that allows to achieve particles deflection with the 

desired characteristics. Since the goal is to capture as much of the MP circulating in the microchannel, 

this can only be fulfilled by having a design geometrically and magnetically capable of covering as 

much of the microchannel as possible. For this purpose the best configuration would be the one that 

allows to create the highest radial magnetic field as well as the highest field in z direction. 

Pads

MP
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3.1. Simulations 

This study was programmed using Wolfram Mathematica 9.0.1. The simulations were developed 

having in consideration some approximations [29], where it was taken into account that the magnetic 

field created by a 3D wire at z=140 μm (minimum distance from the spires to the bottom of the 

microchannel) can be approximated to the field created by a 1D wire at the same height. Another 

consideration was related to the shape of the trap. Experimentally, an input and output is needed to 

keep the current flow through the electrical circuit (Figure 11) but, in terms of simulations, it was 

considered a design where concentric coils were used (Figure 12). These approximations enabled a 

much simpler and faster computation. 

 

Figure 11: Schematic representation of the 

experimental design. 

Figure 12: Schematic representation of the 

simulation design. 

3.1.1. Physics formalism 

Considering the Biot-Savart law, the magnetic field created by a single circular coil is given by [35]: 

Equation 16 

Equation 17 

Equation 18 

where R represents the coil radius and (x,y,z) are the coordinates of a point P anywhere in 

space (from the origin of the coil, i.e. the center of the coil), as it can be seen in Figure 13. The radial 

field is given by Equation 19. 
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𝜇0𝐼
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Equation 19 

 

Figure 13: Schematic representation of the geometry used to determine the magnetic field created by a circular 

coil carrying a current I at a point P at a distance r from the coil [35]. 

For the magnetic field created by a square coil at a point P(x,y,z) four segments(1-4) have to 

be considered, Figure 14. This way, the equations are [36]: 

 

Equation 20 

 

Equation 21 

 

Equation 22 

where a represents the distance between the center of the coil and the target segmentl and y1 

and y2 (x1 and x2) represent the integration limits for y0 (x0), which varies accordingly to the edges of 

the coil. 

Once again, the radial field is given by Equation 19. 
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Figure 14: Schematic representation of the geometry used to determine the magnetic field created by a square 

coil at a point P at a distance r from the coil [36]. 

3.1.2. Geometrical considerations 

When evaluating the magnetic field created by each type of spire inside a microchannel placed on top 

of it, was important to have in consideration both contributions, the radial and the z direction one. The 

bottom of the microchannel only starts at z=140 μm, because that is microchannel lid thickness, as it 

can be seen in Figure 7. Since the MET is going to be at z=0 the magnetic field amplitudes were 

obtained inside the limits of the microchannel (140 μm <z< 160 μm). 

First it was considered the contributions of the circular spire with concentric coils. In Table 1 

are presented the conditions considered, the top view and cross section schematic representation can 

be seen in Figure 15 a) and b), respectively, in Figure 16 the graphical results of the magnetic field 

contributions and in Table 2 the respective maximum magnetic field amplitudes. 

Table 1: Conditions of the circular spire tested. 

Nº of coils Inner Radius [μm] Coil Width [μm]  Pitch* [μm] Current [A/coil] 

10 100 10 20 0.1 

*Pitch- spacement between the middle of each coil. 

 

Figure 15: a) Schematic representation of the top view of the circular spire; b) schematic representation of the 

cross section of the circular spire. 
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Figure 16: a) Magnetic field created by the circular spire in z direction along the y axis; b) magnetic field created 

by the circular spire in radial direction along the y axis. Blue function: z=140 μm; Red function: z=160 μm. The 

black stripe in the origin represents de space occupied by the spire in the y axis. 

Table 2: Maximum magnetic field amplitudes verified for both contributions for the limits of the microchannel. 

  Bzmax [T] Bxymax [T] 

z=140 [μm] 0.00160 0.00083 

z=160 [μm] 0.00136 0.00069 

For the square spire two configurations were considered, both with concentric coils. Their 

conditions only differ in pitch and they are presented in Table 3. The top view and cross section 

schematic representation of the square spire that was chosen (the one with 30 μm pitch) can be seen 

in Figure 17 a) and b), respectively. In Figure 18 and 19 the graphical results of the magnetic field 

contributions and in Table 4 the respective maximum magnetic field amplitudes.  

Table 3: Conditions of the two square spires tested. 

Nº of coils Inner Radius [μm] Coil Width [μm]  Pitch [μm] Current [A/coil] 

10 100 10 
20 

0.1 
30 

 

Figure 17: a) Schematic representation of the top view of the 30 μm pitch square spire; b) schematic 

representation of the cross section of the 30 μm pitch square spire. 
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Figure 18: a) Magnetic field created by the 20 μm pitch square spire in z direction along de y axis; b) magnetic 

field created by the 20 μm pitch square spire in radial direction along de y axis. Blue function: z=140 μm; Red 

function: z=160 μm. The black stripe in the origin represents de space occupied by the spire in the y axis. 

 

Figure 19: a) Magnetic field created by the 30 μm pitch square spire in z direction along de y axis; b) magnetic 

field created by the 30 μm pitch square spire in radial direction along de y axis. Blue function: z=140 μm; Red 

function: z=160 μm. The black stripe in the origin represents de space occupied by the spire in the y axis. 

Table 4: Maximum magnetic field amplitudes verified for both contributions for the limits of the microchannel. 

 
20μm pitch square spire  30μm pitch square spire  

 
Bzmax [T] Bxymax [T] Bzmax [T] Bxymax [T] 

z=140 [μm] 0.00160 0.00088 0.00153 0.00084 

z=160 [μm] 0.00138 0.00074 0.00135 0.00072 

Between the 20 μm pitch and the 30 μm pitch square spires there is a minimal loss of the 

maximum magnetic field amplitudes in z and radial directions but, in compensation, there is a bigger 

radial reach for the 30 μm pitch spire, since the curve that represents the field is wider and more 

rounded. On the other hand, for the circular and 20 μm pitch square spires the curve is narrower, 

which does not suit the purpose as better as the 30 μm pitch square spire, which is for the created 

field to cover as much of the space of the microfluidic channel in order to trap the particles inside of it. 

The loss of magnetic field amplitude is negligible since it is not high enough to cause any implication in 

the actual trapping process. An advantage of having a square spire to perform this MP deflection is 

that geometrically allows a better coverage of the microchannel due to its edges, being able to trap MP 

a) b)

a) b)
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passing near those areas, whereas a circular spire does not have that capacity (Bxy for the square 

spires is higher than for the circular spire). The advantage of having a spire with a bigger pitch is the 

possibility to use less spires to cover the same area of the microchannel used, which enables the 

reduction of resistance of the system, since less contacts are needed. For these reasons, the MET 

chosen to create the array of spires to use in the new configuration was the square spire with 30 μm 

pitch. 

3.2. Magnetic particles 

Magnetic particles can be used as labels for biomolecules and cells and some of their applications 

were already mentioned in Section 1.1.. These particles are made from polymers doped with 

nanoparticles of iron oxide clusters that when inside the particle make it superparamagnetic, which 

means the particle responds to the magnetic field but, when the field is removed it demagnetizes 

completely. This way the magnetic separation becomes easy since the particles have no magnetic 

hysteresis, hence they can be easily separated from a liquid phase when actuated by a small 

magnetic force [30]. 

In this section the following MP are studied: Nanomag-D 250 nm [37] and 500 nm [38] from 

Micromod (Germany), Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin C1 1 μm [39] and Dynabeads
 

M-280 

Streptavidin 2.8 μm [40] both from Invitrogen (USA). 

3.2.1. Magnetic particles characterization 

As it was mentioned in Section 2.1., one of the main characteristics for magnetic separation is 

the particles magnetic moment, m. The magnetic moment response of a MP, when submitted to an 

applied external field B, can be modelled by a Langevin-like function: 

Equation 23 

where msat is the saturation moment, mp is the magnetic moment of the particles inside the 

matrix and B the magnetic field. In this case, since the particles are superparamagnetic, when 

actuated by the magnetic field their magnetic moment tends to align along the applied field (produce a 

magnetization in the same direction as the applied magnetic field). 

Micromod 250 nm and 500 nm particles and Invitrogen 1 μm and 2.8 μm particles magnetic 

moment in function of an external magnetic field was measured in a VSM system (Figure 20). This 

system was used to characterize the MP, having two electromagnets able to create static fields up to 

13kOe, a resolution of 0.1 Oe in the applied field and a sensitivity down to 10
-5 

emu. Before making 

any measurement in this system, some calibrations had to be done: to the magnetic field created by 

the electromagnets, using an external gaussmeter; to the sensitivity of the pickup coils (two, that are 

incorporated in the gap of the electromagnets) by measuring the previously known magnetic moment 

of a standard nickel sample (mStdNi=2.125 emu=0.00125 A.m
2
); finally it is measured the diamagnetic 

�⃗⃗� = 𝑚𝑠𝑎𝑡  𝑐𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑝 × �⃗�  −
1

𝑚𝑝 × �⃗� 
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component introduced by the vertical quartz rod (where the sample is mounted and that is connected 

to a piezoelectric crystal) in function of the static magnetic field, which is going to be subtracted to the 

measured samples. 

For the measurements after the sample is mounted in the quartz rod, the excitation of the 

piezoelectric crystal allows it to vibrate at a frequency of 200 Hz. When the sample is vibrating, an 

electromotive force is generated in the pickup coils, due to the change of the magnetic flux across 

their surface. This electromotive force is proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample being 

acquired and processed, delivering the magnetic moment of the sample in function of the external 

static magnetic field. 

 

Figure 20: DMS 880 Vibrating sample magnetrometer. 

For all the measurements it was used a volume of 20 μL of particles (which were at the stock 

concentration) injected in a specific recipient, whose diamagnetic component was previously 

measured. Since the magnetic moment measured in the VSM corresponds to the sum of the magnetic 

moment of each particle, to know the value correspondent to each particle it is necessary to divide the 

measured value by the number of particles in the sample. The number of measured particles was 

estimated having in consideration the supplier information about the particles concentration. 

Figure 21 shows the typical m(B) curves of a single particle, where it can be seen that are 

relatively well described by the Langevin-like function. 
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Figure 21: Magnetic moment in function of an external applied field for: a) single Micromod 250 nm particle; b) 

single Micromod 500 nm particle; c) single Invitrogen 1 μm particle; d) single Invitrogen 2.8 μm particle. Particles 

data is represented by the black points and Langevin fit by the red line. 

Table 5 shows the parameters related to the particles concentration provided by the supplier 

and the fitting parameters to the Langevin-like function (msat and mp). Also, the susceptibility of the MP 

was studied in order to know the degree of magnetization of each type of MP in response to an 

applied magnetic field. Considering the linear behavior of each MP (Figure 21), the slope 

(susceptibility-) was measured and it is presented in Table 5, as well as the magnetic field at which 

the particles saturate. 

Table 5: Particle’s characteristics from the supplier, Langevin-like fitting parameters for a single particle, magnetic 

susceptibility and saturation magnetic field. 

Particle type Diameter Particles/mL Particles/20μL msat [A.m
2
] mp [T

-1
]  Bsat [T] 

Nanomag-D 250nm 4.9×10
11

 9.8×10
9
 3.43×10

-16
 93.85 18.43 0.61 

Nanomag-D 500nm 6.1×10
10

 1.22×10
9
 4.66×10

-15
 47.38 10.46 0.23 

Dynabeads MyOne 

Streptavidin C1 
1μm 7-10×10

9
 ~1.7×10

8
 2.56×10

-14
 66.26 10.34 0.13 

Dynabeads
 
M-280 

Streptavidin 
2.8μm 6-7×10

8
 ~1.3×10

7
 1.55×10

-13
 89.78 3.78 0.08 

This data is extremely important for the simulations since the total magnetic field created by 

the METs may not be enough to saturate the MP used, especially the smaller MP (Micromod 250 nm), 

since they saturate for higher magnetic fields that can only be achieved for high currents applied in the 

METs. The bigger the particles the lower is the field necessary to saturate them, being easier to trap 

them.  

b)

c) d)

a)
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3.3. Nanoparticle actuation 

These simulations started by considering the idea of a configuration that combine an array of spire 

METs to be able to manipulate MP inside a microfluidic channel. After verifying that to apply this 

configuration the best type of spiral MET to use for the displacement of MP was the square one, it was 

necessary to verify its ability to create a magnetic field such that the magnetic force created upon the 

MP was strong enough to trap them. Initially the simulations were done using the parameters related 

to the smaller MP, since if the MET had the capacity of trapping these particles it was also able to trap 

the bigger ones. Finally, the Invitrogen 2.8 μm MP were also used for the simulations, in order to 

demonstrate that even with some differences in the parameters of the square spires used (relatively to 

the ones in the paper [33]), the configuration continues being effective in the trapping and 

manipulation of these MP. The parameters of the square spires used were not the same as the ones 

used in the paper since they had to be in concordance with the circular spire developed [29], 

especially in terms of thickness (which is an important parameter in the microfabrication of the chip- 

see Section 4.1.). This is due to the fact that the film deposition technique used is done at the same 

time throughout the sample, being impossible to deposit different thicknesses in different structures 

(square structures to create the array of spires responsible for the displacement of MP and circular 

spire that traps the particles for posterior detection) in the same chip. 

The results presented in the following graphics were obtained considering several steps. After 

defining the Magnetic Field (Section 3.1.1.) and Magnetic Moment (Section 3.2.1.) expressions it was 

necessary to calculate the total Magnetic Energy of the system: 

Equation 24 

where �⃗� 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  �⃗� 𝑟 + �⃗�   and, for the magnetic moment m, the expression used was the one in 

Equation 23 where the magnetic field considered is also �⃗� 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙. 

After having determined the Magnetic Energy in every point of the space, the Magnetic Force 

can be calculated: 

Equation 25 

being ∇ {
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
,
𝜕

𝜕 
,
𝜕

𝜕 
}. 

Finally, to obtain the trajectory made by the MP it was determined the particle’s velocity in 

function of its position. Considering for Equation 6 a fluid viscosity, η, of 0.001 Pa.s (which is 

approximately the water viscosity at room temperature [41]), Equation 6 can be rearranged and 

become: 

�⃗� 𝑚𝑎𝑔 = −�⃗⃗� . �⃗� 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  

𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑔 = −∇. �⃗� 𝑚𝑎𝑔  
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𝑣 𝑏𝑒𝑎 =
𝐹 𝑚𝑎𝑔

6𝜋𝜂𝑅
+ 𝑣 𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑢𝑚  

Equation 26 

where 𝑣 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑑  is in the form 𝑣 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑑  {𝑣𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝑣  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝑣  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡}. The differential 

equation that allows to find where the MP will be after a certain period of time, can be solved by 

knowing the MP velocity in every point in space. To do so, it was used the Euler Method [29], which is 

a first-order numerical process to solve ODEs, where an initial position for the bead (inside the 

microchannel) is given (n=0): 

Equation 27 

Then, an iterative process is applied, which enables tracking the particles during the 

pretended time. 

 Equation 28 

where 𝑥𝑛+  is the particle position after a time ∆𝑡, 𝑥𝑛 is the particle position at a given moment, 

𝜕𝑥𝑛

𝜕𝑡
 represents the particle velocity at that position and ∆𝑡 is the period of time that the velocity at that 

position is applied (the smaller the value, the more precise is the track). 

3.3.1. Simulation using only one square MET 

First, it was necessary to understand the trapping strength of a single square MET without 

hydrodynamic flow, for the smaller MP (Micromod 250 nm). The parameters used are presented in 

Table 6: 

Table 6: Parameters for the simulations using one square spire magnetic trap. 

Nº of 
coils 

Inner Radius 
[μm] 

Pitch 
[μm] 

Current 
[A/coil] 

Distance from spire to 
microchannel [μm] 

Microchannel 
height [μm] 

Microchannel 
width [μm] 

10 100 30 0.1 140 20 2500 

Considering the schematic representation of the coordinates system in Figure 22 and using 

the conditions in Table 6, the magnetic force created by this MET (Figure 23) and its actuation over the 

MP (trapping, Figure 24 b)) were obtained. Trapping is verified when the magnetic force created by the 

MET over a MP is strong enough to pull it from its initial position towards the bottom of the 

microchannel (at z=140 μm) under which is the MET responsible for the creation of that force. In the 

graphics of Figure 23 the black stripe in the origin represents the space covered by the spire in xy 

plane, but since this graphics represent transversal views, it can only be seen the space covered in 

the y axis. These graphics represent the different components of the magnetic force produced over the 

space of the microchannel. It can be seen that the z component is the highest and the force amplitude 

𝑥0 =  𝑥0_𝑥  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝑥0_𝑦  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝑥0_𝑧  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡   

𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 +
𝜕𝑥𝑛
𝜕𝑡

.∆𝑡 
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decreases extremely once the distance from the origin increases, i.e. the distance from the center of 

the MET. This is why the place where MP are most likely to be trapped is when they are in the area 

correspondent to the area covered by the square spire, specially its center. 

 

Figure 22: Schematic representation of the system considered to create the magnetic field and trapping graphics. 

 

Figure 23: Magnetic Force: a) x component; b) y component; c) z component. Blue function: z=140 μm; Red 

function: z=160 μm (limits of the microchannel). 
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Figure 24: a) Square MET and microchannel top view representation, where the MP are randomly located; b) 

microchannel lateral view, where it can be seen the MP trapping. The square in the bottom represents the place 

covered by the square MET. In reality the MET is at z=0 but, to make it easier to visualize, it is placed in the 

bottom of the microchannel (which starts at z=140 μm, because that is the microchannel lid thickness). 

For these conditions trapping was verified, but only two of the six MP were attracted (the two 

that were directly above the area where the square spire is (Figure 24 b)), which is in concordance 

with the results from the graphics in Figure 23. The MP reached the bottom of the microchannel and 

stopped their movement, being trapped in the place that corresponded to the central area of the MET. 

Also, from Figure 24 b), it was notorious that a third MP (the one closer to the edge of the area 

covered by the MET) started its displacement. 

Increasing the current to 0.2 A per coil trapping was verified, but only for the same MP that 

had already been trapped, Figure 25. For higher currents trapping was faster, but still the MP more 

distant from the area covered by the MET were not trapped.  

Figure 25: a) Microchannel lateral view, where it can be seen the MP trapping. The square in the bottom 

represents the place covered by the square MET. In reality the MET is at z=0 but, to make it easier to visualize, it 

is placed in the bottom of the microchannel (which starts at z=140 μm, because that is the microchannel lid 

thickness); b) square MET and microchannel top view representation, where the MP are randomly located. It can 

be seen the two MP being trapped by the colored line that represent their trajectory. 

If the MP are saturated they have a higher probability to be attracted towards the area covered 

by the square MET. Since for these smaller Micromod 250 nm MP it is necessary to apply high 

currents to create a magnetic field strong enough to saturate them, the same effect can be obtained by 

keeping the current (0.1 A per coil) and using a permanent magnet placed underneath the MET. First 

a) b)

a) b)
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the particles were attracted to the bottom of the microchannel, due to the external magnetic field 

created by the permanent magnet (Figure 26), and then the MET captured them, i.e. trapped them, 

which was possible due to the combination of both magnetic fields (Figure 27). In this case the spire 

acted as a localizer of the particles, in the way that attracted all MP (that fist experienced the effect of 

the magnet) to the area of the microchannel that corresponds to the area covered by it. In terms of 

simulations, since the magnetic field was enough to saturate the Micromod 250 nm MP, the expression 

used for the magnetic moment was simply m=msat. The parameters of the magnet used for the 

simulations are presented in Table 7 [29]: 

Table 7: Parameters of the permanent magnet used in the simulations [29]. 

Magnet radius [cm] Magnet thickness [cm] Magnet magnetization [A/m] 

2 0.8 8x10
5
 

and the external magnetic field created by a cylindrical shape magnet and calculated in a point 

outside the magnet is given by: 

 

Equation 29 

 

Equation 30 

where 𝑝  is the vector from the surface center of the magnet to that point, 𝑟  is the vector from 

the surface center of the magnet to their magnetic charges and �⃗⃗�  is the magnetization of the magnet. 

These magnetic charges are integrated over the top and bottom surfaces of the magnet, i.e. in a 

volume containing the magnet. 

 

Figure 26: Magnetic field created by the permanent magnet: a) in z direction; b) in radial direction. Blue function: 

z=140 μm; Red function: z=160 μm (limits of the microchannel). The black stripe in the origin represents de space 

occupied by the spire in the y axis. 
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Figure 27: a) Microchannel lateral view, where it can be seen the MP trapping due to the combination of the 

external magnetic field created by the permanent magnet and the magnetic field created by the square spire. The 

square in the bottom represents the place covered by the square MET. In reality the MET is at z=0 but, to make it 

easier to visualize, it is placed in the bottom of the microchannel (which starts at z=140 μm, because that is the 

microchannel lid thickness); b) square MET and microchannel top view representation, where the MP are 

randomly located. It can be seen the six MP being trapped by the colored line that represent their trajectory. 

3.3.2. Simulation for the new configuration of METs 

In the paper [33] where the idea of combining an array of METs to manipulate MP was taken, they 

observed that the technology was not adequate to trap particles of 500 nm (therefore neither smaller 

than 500 nm) due to their low magnetic susceptibility, but in the case of 2.8 μm MP they showed that 

the forces produced were sufficient to trap these particles. In Section 3.3.1. it was demonstrated the 

difficulty of trapping small MP so, to use this configuration to trap such particles, the help of a 

permanent magnet might be needed. Simulations using the Invitrogen 2.8 μm MP were done to 

confirm the ability of the design created (Figure 28) to trap them. As it was already referred, to create 

this configuration some considerations were taken into account: the fact that the circular spire 

developed in a previous work [29] was going to be under an optical sensor, which covered an area of 

1mm x 1mm (represented in Figure 28 b) and c) by the black square around the circular spire) and the 

fact that this spire had to be under a microfluidic channel covering its middle region. For that reason it 

was necessary to have two rows of square METs in a stair like arrangement, to make sure that every 

MP that entered the microchannel was trapped and directed to the place under which that spire is. To 

do so, each pair of square spires were actuated at a time, making the MP being trapped by the first 

pair and then by the next one, until all the MP that entered the microchannel were directed towards the 

area where the circular spire is located. 

b)a)
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Figure 28: a) Top view of the design developed; b) representation of the microchannel under which is the 

configuration developed. The black square around the circular spire represents the area covered by the sensor; c) 

schematic representation of the configuration and microchannel with the respective currents, magnetic fields and 

dimensions. 

Table 8 presents the parameters used in the design created and in Table 9 the parameters 

used in the paper [33]. The results are not directly comparable since this design is just an adaptation 

of the one in the paper, and also the parameters have some differences due to microfabrication 

restrictions (Section 4.1.) and design convenience. 

Table 8: Parameters used in the design created represented in Figure 28. 

Coils 
Thickness 

[μm] 
Width 
[μm] 

Spacement 
[μm] 

MET dimension 
[μm x μm] 

MET shift [μm] 

10 10 10 20 380x380 240 

Table 9: Parameters used in the configuration of the paper [33]. 

Turns 
Thickness 

[μm] 
Width 
[μm] 

Spacement 
[μm] 

MET dimension 
[μm x μm] MET shift [μm] 

5 5 5 5 155x155 55 

As it can be seen in Table 8 and 9 the main parameters to address are the number of 

turns/coils and the shift. The choice of the number of coils (and spacement) used in each MET of my 

a) b)
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design were discussed in Section 3.1.2., but it is important to understand that the square spires used 

in [33] are continuous coils with several turns, having the contact pads in different layers, and in my 

case the square spires present single contacts that branch out in ten (Figure 11), each representing a 

square MET and, for that reason, an increase of turns does not have the same effect as an increase of 

coils. An increase of turns will cost an increase in traps’ resistance with the design used in [33] 

because the length (L) of the coil is bigger (Equation 31). Whereas an increase of coils will increase 

traps’ need to input a higher current with my design, because the current applied is going to branch 

out through the ten coils of the design. Despite that, they verified that the speed of the MP when 

trapped by square coils with 5 and 10 turns showed no significant difference in trapping strength, but 

choose the 5 turns spire due to their lower heat generation (smaller resistance) [33]. In terms of shift, it 

was considered a large spatial overlap between two consecutive METs (perpendicular to y direction) 

given that the trap specifically occurs at the vicinity of the MET [33]. I considered a spacement 

between sequential spires of 30μm to guarantee the displacement of MP captured by one spire to the 

other. 

To prove the similarities between the performance of my spire and theirs, Table 10 presents 

the maximum magnetic flux density and magnetic force for z=5 μm and z=50 μm created by each
*
.  

*
These distances are merely to compare my simulation results with those from the paper, since in my 

case the microchannel starts at z=140 μm. I have to use higher currents to achieve the trapping with my design. 

Table 10: Maximum magnetic flux density and magnetic force for 5 μm and 50 μm into the microfluidic channel for 

each design. 

MET Current [A] Bzmax [mT] (z=5 μm;z=50 μm) Fzmax [pN] (z=5 μm;z=50 μm) 

Mine 
0.1 

5.04;2.56 0.83;0.57 

From paper 6.48;2.34 2.38;0.13 

The amplitude of the magnetic field is typically of few mT, in contrast with those generated by 

permanent magnets, i.e. several 100 mT, and the magnetic forces produced on 2.8 μm MP were on 

the order of a few pN, being sufficient to trap these particles. This effect has a short range, decreasing 

with height. 

To achieve the parameters for the final simulations, with the complete configuration, it was first 

verified the trapping ability of a single square MET to trap the Invitrogen 2.8 μm MP (without 

hydrodynamic flow) and then, that the MP conveyed by laminar flow were trapped by this individual 

magnetic trap. 

In order to trap the particles when they pass through the spire, the fluid flow has to have a 

certain balance. If it is too high, the particles pass through the spire so quickly that it is impossible for 

them to get trapped. If it is too low, the particles are trapped by the spire, but when the current stops 

being applied to the magnetic trap, they are not able to continue their journey throughout the 

microchannel to start being actuated by the next spire. This means they cannot continue being trapped 

by the following spires, which does not allow their displacement along the microfluidic channel. 
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Considering a laminar flow of 0.25 nL/s and a current of 0.1 A per coil the results in Figure 29, 30, 31 

and 32 were obtained. 

Figure 29: a) Top view representation of the microchannel under which is the configuration developed. It can be 

seen the MP entering the microchannel and being trapped by the first pair of square METs, due to the colored line 

that represents their trajectory, b) microchannel top view, where it can be seen the MP entering the channel and 

being trapped by the first pair of METs. The squares and circle in the bottom represent the areas covered by the 

square and circular METs. In reality the METs are at z=0, but to make it easier to visualize them, they are placed 

in the bottom of the microchannel (which starts at z=140 μm, because that is the microchannel lid thickness); c) 

microchannel front view. 

Figure 30: a) Top view representation of the microchannel (under which is the configuration developed) where it 

can be seen the MP being trapped by the second pair of square METs; b) microchannel top view; c) microchannel 

front view. 

a) b)

c)

a) b)

c)
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Figure 31: a) Top view representation of the microchannel (under which is the configuration developed) where it 

can be seen the MP being trapped by the third pair of square METs; b) microchannel top view; c) microchannel 

front view. 

Figure 32: a) Top view representation of the microchannel (under which is the design developed) where it can be 

seen the MP being trapped by the circular MET; b) microchannel top view; c) microchannel front view. 

The convergence of all MP to the circular spire, in the middle of the microchannel, is achieved. 

As the magnetic traps are actuated, the MP that entered the microfluidic channel are trapped and 

manipulated in a way that makes them move towards the area where the circular spire is.  

The first pair of METs is able to trap the particles closer to them, as the others continue with 

the fluid flow (Figure 29). When the next pair of magnetic traps is actuated (and the previous pair 

a) b)

c)

a) b)

c)
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stopped being actuated), it captures some of the MP that were not trapped before, but also those that 

were (Figure 30). This process continues until all the particles are trapped by the circular spire (in its 

central region Figure 32). In the transition between METs it is notorious that the MP experiences a 

“jump” from the bottom of the microchannel to the top. This is due to the direction of the magnetic field 

created in the most outer side of the spires, which is responsible for the creation of a magnetic force 

on the MP directed to the interior of the microchannel (not the bottom of it, as it happens when they 

are trapped). Once this effect stops and the magnetic force changes direction, the particles are 

immediately trapped, returning to the bottom of the microchannel, where they stay immobilized until 

the current is no longer passing through that spire. In the graphics presented, the trajectories of the 

MP appear to be described by only one particle, but that is due to their proximity when are trapped, 

since in reality they travel very close to each other. 

To microfabricate this system, the mask with its two layers is in Appendix A. It was designed in 

AutoCAD software from AUTODESK and the microfabrication process details are in Section 

4.1.5..This design contains only half of the configuration. It has three of these halves to make the most 

of the sample’s area available and to guarantee that at least one is fully operable and in the best 

conditions to be used in experimental tests. The structure in the right is going to be used to measure 

the resistance, hence, calculate the resistivity.  
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Chapter 4 

4. Experimental methods 

4.1. Microfabrication 

The microfabrication of the device used in this work consists in the combination of thin film deposition, 

photolithography, etch and electroplating techniques. All the process steps were done at INESC-MN 

clean-room facilities due to the need to fabricate this device in a controlled and dust-free environment, 

because the dimensions of the microfabricated structures are small when compared with the 

impurities presented in the atmosphere. Inside the clean-room are two distinct areas: the white area, 

classified as class 100 and the yellow area, classified as class 10, which refers to the maximum 

number of dust particles larger than 1 μm per cubic feet of air in that region. Adjoining the clean-room 

there is also the grey area, class 10000. 

4.1.1. Thin film deposition 

The deposition of a seed layer of copper on top of a wafer constituted the initial step of the 

microfabrication process, since it was going to be the substrate used for Step 3 of the fabrication 

process (see Section 4.1.5.). This material was chosen because the final purpose of the 

microfabrication of the chip is to deposit a thick layer of Copper through electrodeposition.  

This deposition was done in Nordiko 3000 (Figure 33) which features a cassette chamber 

assembly, a transfer arm chamber and a 3000 IBD chamber. The IBD chamber contains a: deposition 

gun, assist gun, substrate holder and target holder. Both deposition and assist sources are equipped 

with a grid accelerator. Six water-cooled targets are mounted around a rotary axis, facing the 

deposition source, and can be selected by rotating the axis to a predetermined angle. For the 

deposition source it is important that the beam is directed onto the chosen target, avoiding film 

contamination. A shield is used to prevent cross contamination between targets and a shutter protects 

the substrate from deposition, while the beam parameters are being set. After loading, the table may 

be set to an angle between 0º (face down, loading position) and 90º (facing the assist gun). The thin 

film is deposited using a flow of Xe atoms in the deposition gun (set to 2.4 sccm), which are subjected 

to a RF field of 100 W creating the plasma with a beam current of 29 mA. A negative voltage of -300 V 

is used to extract the ions from the deposition gun and the neutralizer balances the charge of the ions 

in the beam. The assist/etch source can be used to etch the substrate (by ion milling) (see Section 

4.1.3.), it can provide assistance to the deposition process by bombarding the depositing film with 

energetic ions and it can be used as a low-energy pre-clean of the substrate prior to deposition.  
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Figure 33: Nordiko 3000: a) and b) picture of the machine in the white area of the clean room; c) schematic of the 

main elements of Nordiko 3000 for IBD [42]. 

4.1.2. Photolithography 

This process is used to define a mask, with the desired shape, into a photosensitive material 

called photoresist (PR). When exposing this material to a laser it is important to guarantee that the 

exposure wavelength of the laser used matches to the spectral sensitivity of the PR used (being the 

spectral sensitivity supplied by the technical data sheet of each type of PR and is given by the 

absorption coefficient [μm
-1

] in function of the wavelength [nm]). The steps to complete this procedure 

are: 

 Vapor Prime: The first part is to pretreat the sample in order to promote the PR adhesion. 

This is done in the Vapor Prime oven (Figure 34), which heats the sample to 130º to remove any 

moisture existent on its surface and deposits an organic compound, HDMS (C6H18Si2).All done in 

vacuum. 

 

Figure 34: Vapor prime oven. 

a) b)

c)
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 Coating: The sample is covered with a specific PR by spin coating at a certain rotation speed 

(depending on the intended thickness), in order to obtain a uniform layer, and then soft-baked to 

remove solvents and promote adhesion. These steps are done in the SVG Track presented in 

Figure 35 (first row). 

 

Figure 35: Resist coater and developer track. In the first row (in the top) is the coating track and in the second 

row is the developer track 

 Exposure: The mask design transfer to the PR layer is produced by a DWL system 

(Heidelberg DWL 2.0, Figure 36) which uses a diode laser with 405 nm wavelength to write over 

the coated sample in stripes with 200 μm width. The laser has a maximum feature resolution of 0.8 

μm (laser spot size) and an alignment precision of 0.1 μm (x-y stage resolution). The mask is 

designed in the AutoCAD software and converted into the laser machine language. It is used a 

positive PR, therefore the polymer chains of the PR exposed areas are weakened, becoming 

soluble and enabling their development. 

 

Figure 36: DWL Lithography system 

 Development: This step starts by baking the sample to stop uncompleted PR reactions and 

then a suited developer is used to remove the exposed PR. Finally the sample is washed with DI 

water and dried by high speed spinning (which is done only for Step 3 in Section 4.1.5., using the 

developing track in Figure 35, second row). 

For the microfabrication of the chip two different types of photolithography were done in which 

the coating, exposure and development steps have different specifications. They are explained in 

Section 4.1.5.. 

4.1.3. Etch 

The etching process is done after having patterned the PR by photolithography (Figure 37 a)) and 

consists in the removal of the unprotected material (Figure 37 b)), the material not covered by PR. 

Finally the PR is removed in a resist strip solution and the result is the patterned thin film (Figure 37 

c)). 
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Figure 37: Etching process: a) PR patterned by photolithography; b) removal of the unprotected thin film by 

etching; c) PR removal. 

There are two main types of etching: 

 Chemical Etch: takes advantage of the chemical properties of the target material, therefore the 

chosen etchant is one that reacts with it. 

 Physical Etch: takes advantage of the momentum transference of the particles. When 

bombarding the target material with energetic ions it removes atoms from it. 

In this thesis the etching method used was the ion beam milling, which is a physical etching 

method. 

Ion Beam Milling 

This method consists in a non-selective dry etch process, achieving a high uniformly etch 

processing of the whole sample. The machines used to perform this technique are Nordiko 3600 

(Figure 38) and also Nordiko 3000 (Figure 33) using their assist guns. Ion milling process is based on 

the bombardment of the sample with high energy Ar ions (provided by the assist gun), which removes 

the material from the substrate by moment transfer. In the same manner for both Nordiko 3000 and 

3600, the table at which the substrate is held is continuously being rotated during the etch process, in 

order to achieve a better uniformity throughout the sample. For reducing trenching and redeposition in 

the profile of the patterned structure, the table is tilt to 60º from the ion beam direction (Figure 39 a)). 

The PR areas defined by photolithography have a higher thickness (1.5 μm) than the multilayer thin 

films to be etched (typically 0.03 μm). The PR coating will protect the film in the PR shape, achieving 

the desired pattern shape (Figure 39 b)). 

 

Figure 38: Nordiko 3600. 

 

Figure 39: Ion beam milling: a) sample bombarded at an angle of 60º by an Ar plasma beam; b) unprotected thin 

film removed. 
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4.1.4. Electroplating 

Electroplating is an electrodeposition process for producing a dense, uniform and adherent coating, 

usually of metal or alloys, upon a surface by the act of electric current [43]. This process was chosen 

for the microfabrication of the chip due to the need of a fast and thick deposition of Cu. In this process 

a current is passed through a bath containing electrolyte, which is a chemical whose atoms are 

normally closely bonded together, but when dissolved in water its molecules split up into positive and 

negative ions (cations and anions, respectively) moving freely in the solution. Two metal rods 

(electrodes) are introduced in the solution, one is connected to the negative terminal of a battery – 

cathode - and the other to the positive terminal of the battery – anode - (Figure 40). By applying an 

electrical potential difference between them, the freely moving positively charged cations are attracted 

by the cathode and negatively charged anions are attracted by the anode. In this thesis it is used a 

solution of Copper Sulfate (CuSO4) and copper electrodes. In this case the Cu
2+

 ions are attracted 

towards the cathode and each one of them is going to take electrons from it, becoming neutral copper 

atoms. Similarly, the SO4
2-

 ions are attracted to the anode, where they give up two electrons and 

become SO4 radical. Since SO4 radical cannot exist in the electrical neutral state, it will attack the 

copper anode and form copper sulfate. After taking electrons the neutral copper atoms get deposited 

on the cathode and, at the same time, SO4 reacts with the copper of the anode and becomes CuSO4, 

but splits into Cu
2+

 and SO4
2-

 because in water it cannot exist as a single molecule. The electric 

current that continues to circulate around the closed loop created by the battery ensures the flow of 

electrons in the external circuit, which is responsible for the continual taking and giving electrons in the 

cathode and anode [44].  

 

Figure 40: Copper electroplating scheme. 

4.1.5. Microfabrication run-sheet 

In this work there were two different processes done: microfabrication of a chip and fabrication of a 

microfluidic channel. This section contains the detailed description of the chip fabrication and a brief 

reference to microchannel fabrication. 

Microfabrication of the magnetic trap configuration 
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In this section are presented the detailed steps for the microfabrication of the magnetic trap chip. 

Some of the steps are standard microfabrication processes at INESC-MN, but others had to be 

optimized (Steps 6 and 7), due to the specificities of some parameters of the magnetic traps. The run-

sheet can be consulted in Appendix B.  

 Step 1: Cu seed layer deposition. 

A layer of Ta and Cu with 30 Å and 500 Å, respectively, was deposited over a 6 inch wafer with 

600 to 700 micron thick, coated with 1000 Å thermal SiO2 film (which prevents electrical contacts 

between the Cu magnetic traps and the wafer itself). The deposition of a thin layer of Ta onto a SiO2 

surface promotes adhesion of Cu to the underlying insulating surface [45] and the deposition of the Cu 

seed layer allows the electroplated copper to grow on top of it. This deposition was done in Nordiko 

3000 by IBD. 

 Step 2: Dicing. 

The 6 inch wafer was split into samples of 3cm×3cm. Since this is a large dimension and due 

to the crystalline structure of the Si-wafer, it can be cut using a diamond tip pen. To guarantee that 

every sample as the same size, a Disco Dicing Saw machine can be used. After having several 

samples prepared, the process starts in Step 3. 

 Step 3: DWL Photolithography. 

The sample was putted in the vapor prime oven, then coated with 1.5 μm layer of positive PR 

(PFR 7790G 27cP, JSR Electronics) in the SVG Track, exposed on the DWL 2.0 Heidelberg 

Instruments (using the mask in Appendix A) and developed in the SVG Track using the developer 

TMA238WA or PTH70EG, JSR. This first photolithography was done to create the pattern of the areas 

of the mask of my interest, which in this case are going to be protected by PR (inverted mask- area 

outside the polygons of the mask was exposed and removed after developing) as it can be seen in 

Figure 41. This mask was designed with the features that represent the coils of the spire having 15 μm 

width and a spacement between them of 15 μm. 

 

Figure 41: 1
st
 Photolithography: a) profile; b) top view. 

 Step 4: Cu Etch. 

Etch done by ion beam milling in Nordiko 3600 (and also Nordiko 3000, when Nordiko 3600 

was not available). The Cu seed layer not protected by PR is going to be removed such as the Ta 

layer (Figure 42). An over etch was done to prevent possible short circuits, i.e. no Cu residues outside 

the areas protected by PR. To check that, I tested with multimeter probes if there was current passing 

through the areas where there was not PR. If not, all Cu seed layer had been etched. 
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PR PR
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Figure 42: Etch: a) profile; b) top view. 

 Step 5: Resist strip. 

To remove the PR from the sample (Figure 43) it was used acetone and ultra-sounds. Then, it 

was rinsed with DI water and blow-dried with a compressed air gun. 

 

Figure 43: Resist strip: a) profile; b) top view. 

 Step 6: DWL Photolithography. 

This step was crucial since it was going to create the space that will be filled with Cu by 

electrodeposition. Since the standard PR used in Step 3 only achieves coating thicknesses of 1.5 μm, 

it limits the amount of electroplated Cu to that height, which conditions the magnetic traps properties. 

In this case the coating was done using the positive thick PR ma-P1275 (coating height limit up to 40 

μm), since the pretended thickness was 10 μm. The term “thick” means a film thickness much higher 

than the penetration depth of the exposure light, which for positive PR and standard exposure 

wavelengths corresponds to thicknesses > 5 μm, while “thin” PR hold for film thicknesses <1 μm. A 

very thick PR cannot be completely exposed towards the substrate. At first, light only penetrates the 

upper 1-2 μm of the PR film (as it can be seen from the bleaching of the PR in Figure 44 a)) but, with 

the exposure going on, the entire film becomes exposed in an approximately linear way. On the other 

hand, a thin PR film is homogeneously exposed from the very beginning of the exposure (Figure 44 

b)) 

 

Figure 44: Schematic representation of: a) Thick PR film exposure; b) thin PR film exposure [46]. 
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The coating conditions to achieve the 10 μm thickness were previously tested and optimized 

[29], but due to the composition of the thick PR used, and despite knowing that the wavelength of the 

diode laser had the ability to penetrate its 10 μm, the dose of energy used for the exposure had to be 

tested. To arrange a good combination between the laser energy used and the number of times that 

the sample was exposed to that energy, several tests were done making this task very difficult and 

time consuming. These exposures are not anisotropic. Exposures with enough energy to pattern the 

features with the desired dimensions at the bottom of the PR (10 μm thickness and 10 μm width) 

produce an overexposure in the top of it, which means that the chemical reactions in PR had spread 

outside of the bounds of the exposed area. So, after developing (developer ma-D331), the top part of 

the PR remaining was thinner or totally destroyed (see SEM pictures in Section 5.1.1. and Figure 45 

a)). This could lead to short circuits of Cu once the electroplating was done, because by letting it grow 

to that height the Cu would start to grow on top of the PR, ending up being connected, i.e. the coils of 

the spires would not be defined (Figure 45 b)).  

 

Figure 45: Schematic representation of: a) PR overexposure b) Cu short circuit. 

On the other hand, exposures that allow to achieve the correct dimensions on top of the PR 

(the expected 10 μm width) fall short in terms of energy to expose down to the 10 μm expected, 

underexposure Figure 46.  

 

Figure 46: Schematic representation of PR underexposed. 

In this case it was used a non-inverted mask (area inside the polygons of the mask was 

exposed), so there was PR all over the sample except in the places where the pattern created with the 

fist photolithography was (Figure 47). It is important to notice that the features created by this 

photolithography are smaller than the ones previously patterned, 2.5 μm less in each side of the areas 

that will represent the coils. Before, those areas had 15 μm width and now have 10 μm width, to 

guarantee that all the space is going to be filled with electroplated Cu. Only the frame around the 

sample has the same width, because its purpose is only to ensure the connection between the 

electrode (of the electroplating process) and the Cu seed layer of the sample (forming the cathode), 

for the current pass throughout. 
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After this process there is the need to see in the microscope (model Olympus BH3-MJL) if the 

thinner areas were well developed (the areas with 10 μm width, with Cu seed layer) and check in the 

Tencor Alphastep 200 step profilometer if the PR has the expected 10 μm thick. 

 

Figure 47: 2
nd

 Photolithography: a) profile; b) top view. 

 Step 7: Electroplating. 

For the copper deposition it was chosen this technique, because it is faster and cheaper (in 

terms of costs and maintenance) when compared with the other two machines available for copper 

deposition at INESC-MN (Nordiko 3000 and Alcatel), due to the need of a large thickness of deposited 

copper. 

The material used for the electroplating in this thesis is copper, because it is a metal of low 

resistivity. The resistivity (ρ) of a metal contact is an important parameter, because it is proportional to 

its resistance (R), as it can be seen in Equation 31: 

Equation 31 

where L is the total length traveled by the current, t is the thickness and w the width of the 

metal contact.  

The lower the resistivity, the lower the resistance of the metal, so the less power (P) it is going 

to dissipate: 

Equation 32 

being V the voltage between terminals. 

This way, there is a lower heat emission with the same current applied and a capacity to apply 

higher currents, which optimizes magnetic trapping, since the magnetic field gradient is proportional to 

the current. 

This process was done in a setup develop before [29], but due to some issues the method 

was simplified (see Section 5.1.2.). The electrolyte used was the Copper Electrolyte (μChem 520 Acid 

Copper Electrolyte, Matt), the process was done in the clean room with no temperature added and 

without liquid agitation. After some tests performed (see Section 5.1.2.) it was chosen as the best 

current density to apply the 20 mA/cm
2 

and a distance between electrodes of 4 cm, since they were 
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the ones that allowed a good electrodeposition rate and, at the same time, the creation of a quite 

regular surface of Cu. 

After each electrodeposition, the thickness of the Cu grown had to be checked in the 

profilometer, because it could not overcome the 10 μm defined by the height of the PR. 

 

Figure 48: Electroplating: a) profile; b) top view. 

 Step 8: Dicing. 

The final sample is cut around the Cu frame in the dicing saw machine in order to be 

encapsulated in a PCB. 

 Step 9: Wire bonding. 

Wires are directly welded to the magnetic traps contacts, using the standard welding 

equipment (Huges wire bonding system), and connected to a PCB chip carrier. 

Fabrication of the microfluidic channel 

For the microfluidic system two different polymers were used: PDMS and PMMA. The PDMS was 

chosen to replicate the channels, because uses cheap and fast casting techniques (being the most 

used material) and the PMMA was used for the fabrication of the channels master. The run-sheet for 

all the following steps is in Appendix C and they are not described in detail since they are standard 

processes at INESC. 

Glass hard mask for microchannels 

Glass mask created to transfer the pattern of the channel through contact lithography.  

Step 1: Substrate cleaning. 

A glass slide with 1 inch (2.54cm x 2.54cm) and 0.7mm thick was washed with Alconox 

(solution of sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate, sodium carbonate, tetrasodium pyrophosphate and 

sodium phosphate) for 30min in ultrasounds, then rinsed with DI water and dried with compressed air. 

 Step 2: Al98.5Si1.0Cu0.5 deposition. 

A layer of 1500Å of Al98.5Si1.0Cu0.5 was deposited in Nordiko 7000. Since the substrate is 

glass, to distinguish between the deposited side and the non-deposited one, it was used a multimeter 

to check in which side the current passed. 

 Step 3: DWL Photolithography. 
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It was realized an exposure using the same conditions as the ones in Step 3 from the 

microfabrication of the magnetic trap configuration. The mask has to be non-inverted for the part that 

represents the microchannel to be exposed and free from PR after development. 

 Step 4: Wet etch. 

The wet etch was done to remove the Al98.5Si1.0Cu0.5 from the areas not protected by PR, 

using a solution of acetic acid (3.3%), nitric acid (3.1%) and phosphoric acid (3.0%). 

 Step 5: Resist strip. 

The remaining PR was removed from the sample using Microstrip 2001 or 3001 in ultrasounds 

at 65ºC. Then it was washed with IPA and water and blow-dried with compressed air. 

SU-8 mold 

 Step 1 and 2: Substrate cleaning and coating. 

A piece of a 6 inch Si wafer was immersed in Microstrip 2001, washed with IPA, rinsed with DI 

water and dried with compressed air. Than was placed in the UVO Cleaner (Model 144AX-220, Jelight 

Company, Inc.) to remove possible contaminants in the surface of the Si substrate and heated in a hot 

plate at 150 ºC to improve resist’s adherence and decrease surface hydrophobicity. The substrate was 

coated with SU-8 50 (negative resist from Micro Chem) and to achieve the desired thickness (100 μm) 

a Spinner (model WS-65OMZ-23NPP/LITE from Laurell Technologies Corporation).was used.  

 Step 3: Soft-bake 

The soft-bake was done to increase the resist consistence and adherence to the substrate. 

Step 4: UV exposure 

The resist substrate was mounted on the substrate holder of the contact lithography system 

(Figure 49) with Kapton tape and the patterned glass mask was placed directly on top of it. Then the 

substrate was introduced in the UV lithography system and exposed for 56 s. 

 

Figure 49: Scheme of the UV system for the contact photolithography: a) overview of the system and how the 

sample and hard mask are assembled; b) representation of the actual exposure [42]. 
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 Step 5 and 6: Post exposure bake and development. 

This bake step was done to increase the resist consistence before the development, making 

sure that only the non-exposed areas were removed. The development was done using PGMEA. 

When rinsing with IPA, if a white residue is produced, the substrate is under-developed. 

PDMS curing and bonding to a glass substrate 

The PDMS mixture was injected into the PMMA master (three PMMA plates mounted with the 

resist mold inside) and placed in an oven at 60 ºC for 1 h. The PMMA plates were pressed against the 

resist mold and kept together with office springs (Figure 50 a)), which prevents PDMS leakages. It was 

also used clean room paper between the mold and the middle plate to prevent leakages. Metallic pins 

were inserted in the holes corresponding to the inlet and outlet of the microchannel. The microchannel 

was then bonded to a glass using (Figure 50 b)) the UVO Cleaner. 

 

Figure 50: a) Assemble for PDMS curing; b: microchannel fabrication results. 
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Chapter 5 

5. Experimental Results 

This chapter is going to address the optimizations needed in some of the microfabrication steps for the 

magnetic trap configuration, in particular steps 6 and 7 (see section 4.1.5.), and also the tests 

performed with MP and the implementation of an electrical circuit that allowed to reproduce the 

simulated MET configuration. 

5.1. Optimization processes 

Knowing the requirements and specificities of the parameters of the projected METs and having in 

consideration the restrictions in terms of microfabrication, several tests to optimize the 

photolithography of step 6 and the electroplating process (step 7) were done. 

5.1.1. Photolithography of 10μm PR 

The conditions to obtain the expected thickness of the PR (10 μm) for the coating of the 

sample were optimized in a previous work [29], but due to the composition of the thick PR used, and 

despite knowing that the wavelength of the diode laser had the ability to penetrate its 10 μm, the 

energy used for the exposure had to be tested and optimized every time the laser went for 

maintenance (suffering changes in power, energy and focus). This was a major step back in the work. 

To illustrate the difficulty to obtain a good exposure of the features of the spires, some pictures were 

taken using the Hitachi S-2500 SEM (Figure 51). SEM allows to visualize the profile of the structures, 

while a regular microscope only enable top views of the structures, which can be deceiving in these 

case. This type of microscope produces images of a sample by scanning it with a focused beam of 

electrons. These electrons interact with the atoms in the sample, producing several detectable signals 

containing information about the sample’s surface topography. It is due to the energy exchange 

between the electron beam and the sample that is created a reflection of high energy electron, 

emission of secondary electrons and emission of electromagnetic radiation. All of these signals can be 

detected (including the beam current absorbed by the sample components), amplified, and the 

resulting image corresponds to the distribution of the intensity of the signal being emitted from the 

scanned area. 

 

Figure 51: Hitachi S-2500 Scanning Electron microscope. 
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These tests and pictures (Figure 52, 53 and 54) are from the circular spire since they were 

obtained prior to the development of the new configuration of METs. 

 

Figure 52: SEM picture of the circular spire: a) front view; b) detail. 

 

Figure 53: SEM picture of the circular spire: a) front view; b) detail. 

 

Figure 54: SEM picture of the circular spire: a) front view; b) detail of the circular area seen from the top. 
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To achieve these results consecutive exposures, using the same energy, were done. By 

exposing the sample several times to a certain energy, the PR film slowly and linearly started 

becoming exposed. These tests were done in a small sample whose substrate was not patterned like 

it was done in Step 3 (from Section 4.1.5.), being only coated with the positive thick PR ma-P1275.  

In Figure 52 it is notorious an insufficient development, because the bottom part of the PR 

walls are not well defined and the Cu seed layer surface has PR residues (Figure 52 b)). These 

residues are a sign that the energy was not enough to penetrate the 10 μm PR and would prevent Cu 

from growing in the electroplating process. On the contrary, Figure 53 shows a case were the energy 

was excessive. The surface is well cleaned from PR residues, but the PR walls were damaged, thinner 

and the top part disappeared during development. These conditions are also going to prevent the 

electroplating process, because it is not possible to grow Cu with the desired height. Finally, Figure 54 

represents a case where the conditions where acceptable. Even with some corrosion in the PR walls, 

the height (10 μm) and width (10 μm) of the spaces created between the PR walls were approximately 

the desired and the actual circular areas (which will represent the circular coils) were better defined 

(Figure 54 b)).  

Once the right exposure conditions were found and after performing the electroplating, 

pictures of the finalized sample (with the new configuration of METs developed) were taken using 

SEM. Figure 55 a) shows the Cu square spires array, Figure 55 c) shows a top view of one of the Cu 

square spires and Figure 55 b) and d) shows a profile and detail (respectively) of the copper coils of 

the same square spire. 

 

Figure 55: SEM pictures of the finalized sample with the new configuration of METs. 
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5.1.2. Electroplating process 

In this work the electroplating is the final step of the microfabrication, but the most important one, 

since it is going to allow the growth of copper with the characteristics that will mimic the simulated 

spiral coils. Leakages are a tremendous problem in this work because, when electroplating, it can be 

the source of error between expected and observed thickness of Cu grown. When trying to 

electroplate with a certain current density, Cu leakages increase the real area of Cu seed layer 

exposed, thus the current input for the sample’s estimated area is actually lower than the required. To 

try to overcome this problem I performed several tests*. In the initial setup, leakages occurred through 

the space between the two PMMA plates (Figure 56 a)) that despite being screwed together, when 

inside the electroplating solution allowed the liquid to penetrate. Another leakage source were the 

sides of the window in the PMMA front plate, through which the copper electrolyte entered allowing Cu 

to grow in the Cu electrode (Cu plate to which the sample was connected), Figure 56 b).To prevent 

leakages, hence, the copper from growing outside the pretended area of the exposed sample, the 

electrode to which the sample was connected through the Cu seed layer (enabling the electrical 

contact and acting as the cathode, Figure 57 b)) was isolated using clean-room tape (Figure 57 a)), 

preventing the current passage. This worked only to avoid the growth of copper in the Cu plate, 

because the area where the contact between the electrode and the copper seed layer frame of the 

sample is established was also a source of leakages (Figure 57). Despite the fact that when using a 

multimeter there is current passing between the Cu seed layer of the sample and the electrode, there 

are some areas where the connection between the Cu seed layer frame and the Cu electrode is not 

perfect allowing the liquid (copper electrolyte) to penetrate, causing copper to grow on top of the Cu 

seed layer of the frame and in the part of the electrode where the contact is established (Figure 57 b)). 

The contact problems are due to some irregularities existent in the edges of the window of the 

electrode. 

*These tests were realized in an initial stage of the work, prior to the development of the new configuration of 

METs. For that reason, a simpler mask with the circular spire [29] was used to pattern the samples.  

 

Figure 56: a) Setup previously developed [29]; b) cathode mounting detail of the setup. 
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Figure 57: a) Cathode isolated with tape; b) cathode with leakages. 

Since the copper deposition rate depends on the current flowing through the circuit and also 

on the distance between electrodes, these parameters were taken into consideration to choose the 

best conditions to apply in the electroplating tests that I realized to improve the electroplating setup.  

It was verified that for both high current densities (above 30 mA/cm
2
) and small distances 

between electrodes (less than 2 cm) the copper deposition is too fast, causing the Cu peeling off (as it 

can be seen in Figure 57 b) where a portion of the deposited Cu was pulled out of the sample, 

remaining stuck in the window of the electrode) and an increased surface roughness (Cu grows 

irregularly, Figure 58 b)), being the first problem due to the tensile stress accumulated between the 

SiO2 layer and Cu seed layer. Adopting the distance of 4 cm between electrodes and a current density 

of 20 mA/cm
2
, tests were realized in samples patterned with ink (Figure 59 a)) and with the mask 

defined by photolithography (like the one in Figure 57), in order to compare the deposition rates and if 

they were suitable for the microfabrication of the actual chip. To make these results as accurate as 

possible, hence to use them in the microfabrication process, additional tape was used to isolate the 

area where the contact between the sample and the electrode was established (Figure 60), through 

which the electrolyte showed to penetrate (Figure 57 b)). This way the leakages would be avoided. 

 

Figure 58: a) Circular spire before electroplating; b) circular spire after electroplating. Cu grew irregularly and 

uncontrolled. 
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Figure 59: a) Sample patterned with ink; b) sample patterned with ink after being electroplated. 

 

Figure 60: Tape around the window of the electrode preventing the electrolyte to penetrate through the contact 

area between the sample and the electrode. 

Table 11: Deposition rate results for both samples tested with the old setup. 

  Sample ink Sample photolithography  

Deposition rate [μm/h] 24.88  30.78  

The divergence between the values obtain, despite having used the same electrodeposition 

conditions (during 30 min for each sample), are due to the type of patterning of the samples. For 

cathodes of irregular shape, like the one produced by patterning the sample with a mask designed in 

AutoCAD through photolithography, the ability to electroplate to a uniform thickness over the entire 

sample is lower than for a sample with almost no variation in shape (like the one patterned with ink). 

This is due to the fact that irregular cathodes have high current density areas and low current density 

areas. The first ones tend to be edges and, since they receive more electricity, have a higher plating 

thickness. The second ones, on the contrary, are flat areas, receiving less electricity, having a lower 

thickness [47]. This is why the Cu thickness obtained for the sample patterned with ink is lower than 

for the other sample, because this one is pretty much an entire flat area. For this reason, the value to 

consider as a guide line to use in the microfabication process is the one of the photolithography 

patterned sample.  

Having verified that the setup used was not a reliable method, another approach was applied. 

This time the entire sample was immersed in the acid copper electrolyte, keeping only one side of the 

sample’s frame above the liquid, connected to the Cu plate (Figure 61 c)) guaranteeing the electrical 

contact and acting as the cathode (Figure 61 b)). This way the leakage issue was eliminated and the 

estimated area was exactly the same that the one exposed to be electroplated.  

a) b)

Tape around the contact area
between the Cu electrode and
the Cu seed layer of the sample 
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Considering the results from Table 11 and this new electroplating method, another test was 

done in a sample patterned by photolithography (with the same area of Cu seed layer to be 

electroplated as the other sample), to compare if the same results were obtained. This time, the 

deposition rate was 29.51 μm/h. This value was very close to the one obtained for the sample 

patterned by photolithography in Table 11, which confirmed that this method prevented leakages, since 

in the previous tests, by using the tape, there were no leakages. 

Finally, the conditions used to electroplate the sample patterned with the mask in Appendix A 

and the results obtained are presented in Table 12. These results are the outcome of the adoption of 

the new electroplating method of Figure 61. 

Table 12: Electroplating conditions and results for the final process. 

Current density 
[mA/cm

2
] 

Distance between electrodes 
[cm] 

Time 
[min]  

Cu thickness 
[μm] 

Deposition rate 
[μm/h] 

20 4 19 9.87 29.90 

All the deposition rates achieved are in concordance with the theoretical value 7.35 nm/s = 

26.46 μm/h [29], that represents a situation in which only the sample’s determined area is 

electroplated, that means, no leakages. This proves that this new method to electroplate allows to 

overcome the leakages problem faced using the setup developed in the previous work [29], which 

could only be used if everything was isolated with tape (or other material resistant to the electrolyte, 

that prevented current from passing). Yet, this isolation method was time consuming and unreliable. 

The SEM pictures from the finalized sample in Section 5.1.1. are in concordance with the 

explanation given for the divergence in the electroplating of samples patterned with ink and by 

photolithography. The copper of the coils of Figure 55 grew ~1.4 μm more in height than the expected 

10 μm and ~2.3 μm more in width than the expected 10 μm (Cu grew over the PR), making the 

distance between coils smaller than the intended 20 μm. The thickness obtained for the electroplated 

copper (9.87 μm) was measured considering the central area of the pads of the spires (flat areas). 

Since these are low current density areas the copper was not as thick as the copper in the borders of 

the pads and in the coils of the spires. 
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Figure 61: a) Setup for the electroplating process; b) cathode mounting detail; c) cathode mounted in the setup; 

d) anode and support detail. 

5.2. Experimental tests 

The configuration developed was designed to have each one of the METs being actuated at a time, 

i.e. initially the current passes through the first square spire than, when the second square spire starts 

being actuated, the previous one stops having a current supply and so on until the last spire is 

actuated. After having the sample completely microfabricated and wirebonded to a PCB, an electrical 

circuit (Figure 62) was developed in order to allow to reproduce the simulated results presented in 

Section 3.3.2. in terms of current supply. Also, to facilitate this task, a system involving LEDs was 

associated to each spire indicating which one of the four was on. To turn on the following spires 

(turning off the previous) a button was added (Figure 63). This button and the circuit of Figure 62 were 

connected to different outputs of Arduino, which represents the voltage source of 5V. Arduino is a 

hardware microcontroller board that allows to build interactive objects by writing a software for the 

board. In this case the program developed allowed to choose if the user wanted to actuate the spires 
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manually (by pressing the button) or by defining a specific time for each spire to be on. If the manual 

option was chosen, the program provided the time that each spire was on after had been actuated. By 

pressing the button, the terminal of Arduino that commands the circuit connected to the first MET of 

the configuration is actuated. This allows the current to pass to the LED (which lights up, Figure 64) 

and also to the transistor base, enabling the current from the other source (10 V source) to pass to the 

MET (connected between the 6.8 Ω resistance and the transistor collector). When the next MET of the 

array is actuated, the output of Arduino connected to the previous is no longer supplying current. This 

way, the LED is turned off and the transistor is at cut-off regime, does not allow the current from the 10 

V source to be supplied to the MET. This particular circuit was designed to supply maximum currents 

of ~1 A (which means, 0.1 A per coil of each spire), but it can be upgraded to supply higher currents. 

 

Figure 62: Circuit that commands the actuation of each spire of the configuration. 

 

Figure 63: Circuit that represents the button. Connected to and commanded by Arduino. 
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Figure 64: Circuit developed to actuate the spires. In this case the first spire is being actuated, since the first LED 

is turned on. 

The trapping tests were done using the setup presented in Figure 65. The chip fabricated 

(wirebonded to a PCB) was mounted in a breadboard associated to the circuit developed (Figure 64), 

which was connected to the current source. The microchannel fabricated was placed on top of the 

sample with the channel aligned with the array of spires and the fluid was inserted through a syringe. 

The sample was placed on the microscope, for optical inspection of the results, once the current was 

applied to the spires. 

 

Figure 65: Setup for the trapping tests. 
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For these tests, the MP used were the 2.8 μm from Invitrogen diluted in Phosphate-Buffered 

Saline (PBS) solution (10 μL of particles diluted in 150 μL of PBS). A current of 1.2 A was applied to 

each spire (approximately 0.12 A per coil of the spire) and after tens of seconds the MP were attracted 

towards the area covered by the square spire actuated, especially to its middle region. That can be 

seen in Figure 66 b), where no current is being applied, and, after the second spire is actuated, the 

trapping is visible in Figure 66 c) outlined in red. Trapping is also visible when the third spire is 

actuated (second spire stops having a current supply), in Figure 66 e) and f) (outlined in red). It is also 

important to notice that once the current stopped being applied to the second spire and started being 

applied to the third, the MP that were visibly trapped in Figure 66 c) are not trapped in Figure 66 d) 

(outlined in blue). This confirms that once the current stops being applied the MP are repulsed.  

Since with the microscope was difficult to capture the complete array of spires and, at the 

same time, focus the MP inside the microchannel (to evaluate their response when the current was 

applied to the spires), only some areas of the configuration were represented in the trapping tests. 

Besides trapping, another purpose of these experimental tests was to represent the MP displacement 

from one spire to the next one. Because it was only possible to fit one square spire and the bottom 

edge of the following (Figure 66 a)) in the same microscope image (using 20x objective) the 

displacement was difficult to portray. Sill, in Figure 66 c) to f) it is possible to see outlined in green a 

MP that was trapped by the second spire of the array (Figure 66 c)) and, after the current stopped 

being applied to that spire (Figure 66 d)), the third spire was immediately actuated and the particle 

suffered a displacement towards it (Figure 66 e) and f)).  

Due to the fact that the fluid flow used in the simulations was a quasi-static flow and, 

experimentally, that cannot be reproduced, it was not used a syringe pump for the tests. Instead, the 

fluid was inserted in the channel manually (using a syringe) until the microchannel was filled. Still, to 

prevent the MP suspended in the fluid from starting to accumulate in the bottom of the channel, a 

small flux was induced manually by compressing and decompressing the syringe plunger. This was 

done between experimental tests. 
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Figure 66: MP tests. a) Second and third spire of the configuration; b) both spires off; c) trapping in the second 

spire; d) MP displacement; e) displacement and trapping in the third spire; f) trapping in the third spire; g) third 
spire of the configuration. 
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The desired depth for the microchannel fabricated was 20 μm (as it was simulated) or less, 

but in order to achieve such small dimensions a special PR was needed to produce the mold for the 

microchannel (run-sheet to fabricate a mold of 14 μm [42]). Since that specific PR was not available, 

the microchannel had to be fabricated using SU-8. Having in consideration the channel width needed 

to cover the entire array of spires (1580 μm), a mold of 100 μm was fabricated, as the channel tends 

to produce a concave shape in the middle. Fabricating a mold with a smaller thickness could lead to a 

non-working microchannel. By fabricating a channel with 100 μm depth and also, by having a glass 

substrate bonded to the channel (200 μm), it was expected a higher difficulty to trap the MP, because 

the magnetic field produced by the spires could not had been high enough to reach the particles with 

the intensity needed to produce a magnetic force capable of attracting them towards the bottom of the 

channel. Another disadvantage of having the particles circulating in a space with 100 μm height, at a 

high distance from the spires (200 μm), is the ability to focus both the spires and the MP. This is why 

the pictures obtained for the experimental tests are not well focused, specially the MP, the most 

important part of the tests. 
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Chapter 6 

6. Conclusions and future work 

This thesis is the result of six months of work, comprising the design of a system capable of MP 

manipulation inside microchannels, using magnetic traps as a deflection medium, simulations that 

demonstrate the application of that configuration into a microfluidic system, the tools to microfabricate 

it and the experimental tests to confirm the simulations. 

The simulations were the starting point to proceed with the work, because this theoretical 

demonstration of the actuation capacity of the projected configuration constituted a strong base to 

pass to the fabrication of such chip and its use in further experimental tests. 

Due to the need of depositing a thick layer of Cu to produce the METs and its contacts, the 

existent electroplating system had to be adapted to guarantee accurate results in terms of Cu 

thickness in the end of the process. After several optimization tests, the leakages problem verified in 

the past was overcome, having been able to deposit copper approximately with the desired thickness, 

9.87 μm during a period of time (19 min) stipulated through the tests realized, i.e. knowing the 

deposition rate obtained in the optimization tests, it was possible to estimate the time needed. Having 

no leakages this process could be done in just one go, without interruptions to check the thickness of 

the copper already deposited, making it very simple. 

Finally, an electrical circuit was implemented in order to reproduce the actuation of the array of 

spires designed. This way, the fabricated chip could be used in the experimental tests to reproduce the 

simulations. The trapping and displacement of the 2.8 μm MP was verified by applying a current of 1.2 

A to each spire of the configuration. These results could have been more notorious by using a channel 

with smaller height bonded directly to the fabricated chip. 

Future work: 

For the experimental tests a microchannel with 14 μm depth can be fabricated using an 

adequate process [42]. The microchannel should not be bonded directly to the microchip to guarantee 

its durability and allow its reuse. A lid should be used to seal the microchannel to prevent direct 

contact of the fluids to the chip, even with a passivation layer of SiO2 on top of the sample to protect 

against corrosion. This lid should be as thin as possible to improve the experimental results (much 

thinner than the glass substrate used), since the loss in terms of magnetic field is going to be lower. 

Therefore, the microchannel should be aligned with the array of spires of the sample and using two 

screws placed at opposite sides of the channel, by applying pressure at the ends of the channel, the 

contact between the sample and the channel is achieved (Figure 67).  
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Figure 67: Scheme of the integration of the microfabricated components. a) Top view; b) cross-section. 

Experimental tests using the other MP characterized (Micromod 250 nm and 500 nm and 

Invitrogen 1 μm) can be done to verify the range of actuation of the configuration developed.  

To facilitate the assemble of the entire setup for the MP experimental tests, the system 

comprising the chip and the circuit can be reduced by incorporating all the functions into a PCB. Also, 

in terms of trapping improvement, the designed circuit can be altered to supply currents to the spires 

higher than 1 A (to produce higher magnetic fields).  
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AutoCAD mask: layer for the 1
st
 photolithography 

 

AutoCAD mask: layer for the 2
st
 photolithography 
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Run Sheet: Magnetic Trap Chip Fabrication Process 

STEP 1 -   Seed layer deposition: 500 Å Cu Date:  

Responsible: 

1.1. Substrate:  

6’’ Silicon wafer with 600 to 700 micron thick, coated with 1000 Å thermal SiO2 film. 

 Schematic Illustration 

 

1.2. Equipment: Nordiko 3000 

1.3. Deposition Characteristics: 

Thickness (Å) Ta 30/ Cu 500 

Deposition rate (Å/s) 0.41 (Ta)/ 0.586 (Cu) 

Setpoint 
V+=+1200 V, V-=-300 V, 2.4 sccm Xenon, 29 mA 
Table tilted at 80º, sample rotating at 15 rpm 

Read values (Ta) 130 W, 0 W, 1173.8 V, 28.9 mA, 291 V, 1.2 mA, 2.4 sccm  

Read values (Cu) 133 W, 0 W, 1174.1 V, 28.9 mA, 291 V, 1.1 mA, 2.3 sccm  

1.4. Schematic Illustration 

 

1.5. Comments: 

Cu seed layer deposition above Si substrate passivated with Silicon Oxide. 

Thin layers of Ta deposited onto SiO2 surfaces promotes adhesion of Cu to the underlying 

insulating surfaces. 

STEP 2 -   Cutting wafer in small chips Date:  

Responsible: 

2.1. Equipment: Disco Dicing Saw 

 

 

Profile Top view

Silicone wafer

SiO2

Silicone wafer

SiO2

Cu seed layer
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2.2. Conditions: 

Blade rotation Kerf width Cutting speed Water flow 

30000 rpm 150 μm 1.mm/s  

Sample mounted into a 150 μm thick adhesive tape and released under 5 minutes UV 

irradiation. 

2.3. Comments: 

Cutting wafer into 3 cm×3 cm samples. 

Wafer coated with PR to prevent possible scratches. 

STEP 3 - 1
st
 Photolithography (PR 1,5 μm) Date:  

Responsible: 

3.1. Equipment: HMDS vapor prime oven/ SVG Resist coater track/ DWL 2.0/ SVG developer 

track. 

I Vapor Prime 30 min (Recipe - 0), heating at 130 ºC in vacuum with HDMS spraying (5 min). 

 Conditions Program 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II   Coat 1.5 μm PR (Recipe 6/2)                                              PR: PFR 7790G 27cP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III  Exposition (DWL 2.0.). 

Step description Conditions 

Wafer dehydration Vacuum, 10 Torr, 2 min. 

N2 inlet, 760 Torr, 3 min. 

Heating to 130ºC 

Priming  Vacuum, 1 Torr, 3 min. 

HDMS, 6 Torr, 5 min. 

Purge prime exhaust Vacuum, 4 Torr, 1 min. 

N2 inlet, 500 Torr, 2 min. 

Vacuum, 4 Torr, 2 min. 

Return to atmosphere N2 inlet, 3 min. 

Coating Parameters 

First Step Dispense photoresist on 

the sample and spinning at 

800 rpm for 5 sec. 
 

Second step Spin at 2500 rpm for 30 

sec. to obtain ~1.45μm 

thickness. 
 

Third step Soft bake at 85ºC for 60 
seconds. 
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 Map: AMSION 

 Mask: IG_new_MET_contact1 

 Alignment Mark Position (μm):  

 bottom left X= 3416 Y= 3305.8 

 bottom right X= 21694 Y= 3305.8 

 Energy: 60% 

 Power: 90 mW 

 Focus: -20  

IV  Develop:  Recipe 6/2   Developer: TMA238WA or PTH70EG 

Development parameters 

Bake at 110°C for 60s 

Cool for 30s 

Developer for 60s 

 V  Optical Inspection 

3.2. Comments: 

Mask: inverted 

Mask dimensions: 25 000 000 nm × 25 000 000 nm 

Structure dimensions:coil width: 15 μm; separation between coils: 15 μm; inner radius: 100 μm 

3.3. Schematic Illustration 

 

STEP 4 - Cu etching Date:  

Responsible: 

4.1. Equipment: Nordiko 3600  

Recipe: 

Etch junction first 

1-load wafer 

2-etch pan 60deg 

Silicone wafer

SiO2

Cu seed layer

PR PR PRPR

15 μm 15 μm

1.5 μm

Profile Top view
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3-coll_down_200s at 60deg 

4-etch pan 60deg  

5-coll_down_200s at 60deg 

6-etch pan 60deg  

7-end etch junction 

Etch rate (Å/sec) 1.05 (Ta)/ 2 (Cu) 

Time (s) 29 (Ta)/ 250 (Cu) 

Setpoint V+=735 V, V-=-350 V, 105 mA, 10 sccm Ar, pan =60º, rotation 30 rpm. 

Read values (Ta etch) 180 W, 2 W, 723.8 V, 104.0 mA, 344.5 V, 3.4 mA, 10.2 sccm 

Read values (Cu etch) 186 W, 2 W, 723.8 V, 104.3 mA, 344.5 V, 3.2 mA, 10.2 sccm 

4.2. Comments:  

Seed layer Etch. Substrate composed by the Si sample passivated with SiO2, coated with Ta 

30/ Cu 500 Å films. 

Ion beam milling (physical etch). Since this is a physical process, the recipe presented etches 

every material, but it is done at different rates. 

The lower and negative voltage used (V- =350 V) is responsible for the attraction of the ions to 

the grid, whereas the higher and positive voltage (V+ =750 V) is responsible for the kinetic energy that 

is going to extract the ions from the ion gun to the sample. (The etch rate is defined by the kinetic 

energy and by the beam current, I=105 mA-number of ions per beam unit). 

Since the machine has a time limit for each etch (to prevent eating), I had to perform a triple 

etch of 200 s each, so in total I did a 600 s etch. 

It was done an over etch (600 s instead of 279 s) to ensure that all Cu was removed. To verify 

that, I tested with multimeter if there was not current passing through the areas where there was not 

PR, i.e. the etched areas (where the Cu seed layer was supposed to have been removed). 

4.3. Schematic Illustration 

 

STEP 5 -  Photoresist Strip Date:  

Responsible: 

Silicone wafer

SiO2

PR PR PRPR

15 μm 15 μm

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

Profile Top view
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5.1. Equipment: 

I  -Acetone  +  ultrasounds   

II -Rinse with DI water  +  dry N2 

III Optical inspection 

Total Time in acetone : ~15min     Ultrasonic Time : ~15min 

5.2. Comments: 

5.3. Schematic Illustration 

 

STEP 6 -  2
nd

 Photolithography (10 μm) Date:  

Responsible: 

6.1. Equipment: HMDS vapor prime oven/ SVG Resist coater track/DWL 2.0 

I Vapor Prime 30 min (Recipe - 0) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II  Coat 10 μm PR (SVG, customized recipe 4/5): 10 μm of positive photoresist (ma-P 1275, 

micro resist technology)  

 

 

 

Silicone wafer

SiO2

15 μm 15 μm

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

Profile Top view

Step description Conditions 

Wafer dehydration Vacuum, 10 Torr, 2 min. 

N2 inlet, 760 Torr, 3 min. 

Heating to 130ºC 

Priming  Vacuum, 1 Torr, 3 min. 

HDMS, 6 Torr, 5 min. 

Purge prime exhaust Vacuum, 4 Torr, 1 min. 

N2 inlet, 500 Torr, 2 min. 

Vacuum, 4 Torr, 2 min. 

Return to atmosphere N2 inlet, 3 min. 

Coating Parameters 

First Step Dispense photoresist on 

the sample and spinning at 

1800rpm for 30 sec. 
 

Second step Soft bake at 100ºC for 10 
min. 
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Let the sample rest for 40 min on top of a cold surface to improve PR hardening and adhesion 

to the sample. 

III  Exposure (DWL 2.0.). 

 Map: AMSION 

 Mask: IG_new_MET_contact2 

 Alignment Mark Position (μm):  

 bottom left X= 3416 Y= 3305.8 

 bottom right X= 21694  Y= 3305.8 

 Energy: 50 % 

 Power: 90 mW 

 Focus:-20 

 Expose 4x 

IV Develop:       Developer: ma-D331 

In a beaker insert the developer, then the sample and let it actuate for 2 min+2 min. 

During that time, perform circular movements with the beaker to promote the development, but 

also let the sample rest for a few seconds in order for the product to actuate. 

After each slot of 2 min developing, put the sample in a beaker with water and let it rest for a 

few minutes to clean the sample of possible developed residues. 

V  Optical inspection. 

6.2. Comments:  

Mask: non-inverted 

Mask dimensions: 25 000 000 nm × 25 000 000 nm 

Structure dimensions: coil width: 10 μm; separation between coils: 20 μm; inner radius: 

100μm. 

The difference between these dimensions and the ones for the 1
st
 Photolithography is due to 

the fact that I want to make sure that the space created between the walls of the 10μm PR (with Cu 

seed layer underneath) is going to be totally filled by electroplated Cu (Step 7)-see schematic 

illustration. 

After the development verify with multimeter probes if there is contact in the areas where I 

have Cu in the sample, to confirm if all the PR was developed, and check in the profilometer the 

thickness of the PR. 

6.3. Schematic Illustration 
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STEP 7 -  Cu Electroplating Date:  

Responsible: 

7.1. Equipment: Electroplating System 

 Copper Electrolyte (μChem 520 Acid Copper Electrolyte, Matt); 

 Process done at room temperature; 

 No liquid agitation; 

Electrodeposition Parameters: 

Area to be 

plated [cm
2
] 

Current 

density 

[mA/cm
2
] 

Current 

[mA] 

Thickness 

[um] 

Electrodeposition 

Rate [um/h] 
Time [min] 

Distance 

Between 

Electrodes [cm] 

3.2 20 64 9.87 29.90  19 4 

7.2. Comments:  

Check in a profilometer the thickness of the deposited Cu. 

7.3. Schematic Illustration 

 

STEP 8 -  Dicing Date:  

Responsible: 

8.1. Equipment: Disco Dicing Saw 

8.2. Conditions: 

Blade rotation Kerf width Cutting speed Water flow 

30000 rpm 150 μm 1.mm/s  

Sample mounted into a 150 μm thick adhesive tape and released under 5min UV irradiation. 

10 μm

Silicone wafer

SiO2

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

PR PR PR PR PR

10 μm 20 μm

Profile Top view

10 μm

Silicone wafer

SiO2

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

Cu seed
layer

PR PR PR PR

10 μm 20 μm

Cu Cu Cu Cu PR

Profile Top view
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8.3. Comments  

Cut around the borders of the Cu frame of the mask. 

8.4. Schematic Illustration 

STEP 9 -  Wire bonding Date:  

Responsible: 

9.1. Equipment: Welding Equipment 

9.2. Comments: 

Welding wires directly to the magnetic trap copper contacts and to a PCB. 

 

 

  

Cut around the Cu frame of the mask (demarked 

by the black dot line): 18500 μm x 18500 μm 
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Run Sheet: Fabrication of the microfluidic channel 

Glass hard mask 

STEP 1 -   Substrate cleaning and preparation Date:  

Responsible: 

1.1. Substrate: Glass sample of 0.7 mm thickness (1x1 inches).  

1.2. Conditions:  

- Washing with Alconox for 30 min in ultrasounds, followed by rinsing with DI water; 

- Drying with compressed air. 

1.3. Observations: 

STEP 2 -   Al 1500 Å deposition Date:  

Responsible: 

2.1. Substrate: Glass sample.  

2.2. Equipment: Nordiko 7000. 

2.3. Conditions:  

Mode Power [W] Ar Flux [sccm] Pressure [mTorr] 

Mod4 F1 metalization 40’’ 2000 (DC) 50.0 3.0 

2.4. Observations:  

STEP 3 -   Photolithography Date:  

Responsible: 

3.1. Substrate: Glass sample with Al layer.  

3.2. Equipment and conditions: 

3.2.1. Vapor Prime (30 min, Vapor Prime Oven) - heating at 130 ºC in vacuum with HDMS 

spraying (5 min); 

3.2.2. Coating (SVG track) - 1.5 μm of positive PR (PFR7790G27cP-JSR Electronics), 

rotation at 2800 rpm for 30 s, followed by soft-bake at 85 ºC for 1 min; 

3.2.3. Exposure (DWL 2.0)-  

- Map: AMSION; Mask: non-inverted; Energy: 60%; Power: 90 mW; Focus: -20  

- Channel dimensions: 1580 μm width and 10000 μm length. 

3.2.4. Development (SVG track) – baking at 110 ºC for 1min, followed by development during 

1 min. 

3.3. Observations: Microchannel dimensions: 1580 μm width; 10000μm length. 
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STEP 4 -   Wet etch Date:  

Responsible: 

4.1. Substrate: Glass sample with Al layer and PR.  

4.2. Equipment: Wet bench. 

4.3. Conditions:  

Solvent T (ºC) Time (min) 

Acetic acid 3.3 %; Nitric acid 3.1 %, Phosphoric acid 3% 
Room 

temperature 
~5  

- Substrate washing with DI water and drying with compressed air. 

4.4. Observations: 

STEP 5 -   PR strip Date:  

Responsible: 

5.1. Equipment: Wet bench.  

5.2. Conditions:  

Solvent T (ºC) Time (min) 

Microstrip 2001 65 ~15 

- Substrate washing with IPA, followed by rinsing with DI water and blow-dried with compressed air. 

5.3. Observations: 

SU-8 mold 

STEP 1 -   Substrate cleaning and preparation Date:  

Responsible: 

1.1. Substrate: Silicon substrate from 6’’ wafer with 600 to 700 micron thick.  

1.2. Conditions:  

- Immersing in Microstrip 2001; 

- Washing with IPA, followed by rinsing with DI water and dried with compressed air; 

- Placed in the UVO Cleaner (Model 144AX-220, Jelight Company, Inc.), ozone plasma 

treatment, for 30 min; 

- Heating in a hotplate @ 150º C for 10 min, prior to spinning (to increase adhesion). Cool 

down the sample before spinning. 

1.3. Observations: 
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STEP 2 -   Sample coating Date:  

Responsible: 

2.1. Equipment: Spinner (model WS-65OMZ-23NPP/LITE from Laurell Technologies 

Corporation). 

2.2. Expected thickness: 100 μm 

2.3. Coating conditions: 

2.3.1.: Pouring PR manually over Si wafer and letting it rest for 30 s before start the spinning; 

2.3.2.: Spin @ 500 rpm for 10 s, with 100 rpm/s acceleration; 

           Spin @ 1000 rpm for 33s, with 300rpm/s acceleration. 

2.4. Observations: SU-8 must be poured carefully avoiding air bubbles. 

STEP 3 -   Soft-baking Date:  

Responsible: 

3.1. Equipment: Hot plate. 

3.2. Baking conditions:  

- Before soft-baking pre-bake for 10 min @ 65 ºC; 

- Increase the hot plate temperature to 95 ºC with the substrate on top. When the 95 ºC are 

achieved, bake for 30 min @ 95 ºC 

-Decrease the hot plate temperature to 75 ºC and then cool down the sample for 5 min @ 

room temperature on top of a glass. 

3.3. Observations:  

STEP 4 -   UV exposure Date:  

Responsible: 

4.1. Equipment: Contact lithography system.  

4.2. Exposure conditions:  

- Make contact between the hard mask and the sample, trying to minimize the gap between 

them; 

- Expose the sample to 600 mJ/cm
2
 (2

nd
 slot) for 56 s. 

4.3. Observations: Before exposing the sample to the UV light wait 1 h. turn on the UV light at 

least 15 min before using it. 
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STEP 5 -  Post exposure bake (PEB) Date:  

Responsible: 

5.1. Equipment: Hot plate 

5.2. Developing conditions:  

- Bake for 1 min @ 65 ºC. 

- Increase the hot plate temperature to 95 ºC with the substrate on top. When the 95 ºC are 

achieved, bake for 10 min @ 95 ºC 

- Decrease the hot plate temperature to 75 ºC and then cool down the sample for 5 min @ 

room temperature on top of a glass. 

5.3. Observations: Mask should be visible after 1 min of PEB Otherwise there was insufficient 

exposure, heating or both. 

STEP 6 -  PR development Date:  

Responsible: 

6.1. Developing conditions:  

- Development with PGMEA for 10 min with strong agitation; 

- Rinsing with IPA and dry well (but gently); 

- Hard-bake for 10 min @ 150 ºC and let the sample cool down on top of the plate. 

6.2. Observations: If a white residue is produced during rinse, the substrate is under-developed, 

so immerse in PGMEA again. 

Check the resist profile and measure with the profilometer (DEKTAK 3030ST). 

If the structures peel off during development then either the exposure time or the PEB time 

were insufficient. 

STEP 7 -  PDMS mixture Date:  

Responsible: 

7.1. Mixture conditions:  

- Mix PDMS:curant in 10:1 weight ratio and mix well. 

- Degas for 1h (using the exicator) or until bubbles disappear. 

7.2. Observations:  

STEP 8 -  PDMS casting Date:  

Responsible: 
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8.1 Equipment: Oven 

8.2. Conditions: 

- Place the PR coated sample in the respective PMMA holders; 

- Hold the PMMA plates together using strong office springs. The plates are pressed against 

the PR mold and between each other, in order to avoid PDMS leaks. 

- Inject the PDMS through the PMMA holes using a Luer Lock syringe and a blunt needle. 

- Cure the mixture inside an oven for 1 h @ 60 ºC. 

8.3. Observations: Wait some time before removing the PDMS from the mold. 

To avoid bubbles in the cured PDMS, a sheet of clean room paper can be placed between the 

mold and the PMMA cover. 

Check the channel with the microscope. 

PDMS bonding to glass surface 

STEP 1 -  Cleaning Date:  

Responsible: 

1.1 Substrate: Glass and PDMS 

1.2. Conditions: 

- PDMS: washing with IPA, followed by rinsing with DI water and dried with compressed air. 

- Glass chips: submerge the chips in Microstrip 2001 @ 65 ªC for 2h,  

                      UVO cleaner for 30 min+ 2 min exhaustion step 

1.3. Observations:  

STEP 2 -  Bonding Date:  

Responsible: 

2.1 Substrate: Glass and PDMS 

2.2. Equipment: UVO Cleaner. 

2.3. Conditions: 

Plasma Conditions Time (min) Contact angle (º) 

28 mW/cm, 5 mm separation 
from UV light (ozone plasma) 

10+5 (exhaustion step) < 5 

2.4. Observations:  

 


